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A multiparty session forms a unit of structured interactions among many participants which follow
a prescribed scenario specified as a global type signature. When a distributed protocol is engaged in
two or more specifications simultaneously, sessions following distinct global types can be
interleaved and can interfere at runtime also through the channel delegation operation.
Previous work on multiparty session types has ignored session interaction, providing a limited
progress property ensured only within a single session, by assuming non-interference among
different sessions and by forbidding delegation. This paper develops, besides a more traditional,
compositionalcommunicationtype system, a novel staticinteractiontype system for global
progress in dynamically merged and interfered multiparty sessions. This avoids a global
linearity-check without sacrificing the original expressivity. The interaction type system infers
causalities of channels for processes ensuring the entire protocol does not get stuck at intermediate
sessions also in presence of delegation.

1. Introduction

Widespread use of message-based communication for developing network applications to com-
bine numerous distributed services has provoked urgent interests in structuring series of in-
teractions to specify and program communication-safe software. The actual development of
such applications still leaves to the programmer much of theresponsibility in guaranteeing that
communication will evolve as agreed by all the involved distributed peers.Multiparty session
type disciplineproposed in (Honda et al., 2008) offers a type-theoretic framework to validate a
messages-exchange among concurrently running multiple peers in the distributed environment,
generalising the existing two-party session types (Honda,1993; Honda et al., 1998); interaction
sequences are abstracted as a global type signature, which precisely declares how multiple partic-
ipants communicate and synchronise with each other. Recently some standardisation bodies for
web-based business and finance protocols (Web Services Choreography Working Group, 2002;
UNIFI, 2002; Savara, 2010) have investigated a design and implementation framework for stan-
dardising message exchange rules and validating business logic based on a notion of multiparty
sessions, where a global type plays as a “shared agreement” between a team of programmers
who are developing (possibly) a large size of distributed protocol or software.

The multiparty session type discipline aims to extend to a multi-user, open-ended scenario the
original binary sessions (introduced in (Honda et al., 1998)) retaining their powerful dynamic
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expressivity while preserving and enhancing features suchas recursion and multiple choices.
Among the most interesting features allowed by multiparty sessions,session delegationis a key
operation which permits to rely on other parties for completing specific tasks transparently in
a type safe manner. A typical example is a web server delegating remaining interactions with
a client to an application server to complete a transaction.The customer and the application
server are initially unknown to each other but later communicate directly (transparently to the
customer), through dynamic mobility of the session.

Each multiparty session is intended to represent an interaction of the participants on a specific
subject of conversation. But the interaction of many participants focused to the achievement of a
goal (for instance the cooperation of three students to buy an expensive book exemplified below)
can require distinct although related interactions (for instance the negotiation with the buyer, on
one side, and the discussion between the students to fix the quote that each has to pay on the
other). We will then consider systems in which different session, characterized independently by
their global types, can be interleaved in processes and thenallowed to interact. Moreover, when
the mechanism of delegation involves processes engaged in two or more sessions simultaneously,
further complex interactions can be modelled: each multiparty session following a distinct global
type can be dynamically merged and interfered by another at runtime via the channel delegation
operation, grouping several structured conversations.

A main purpose of this work is to introduce a formal setting (represented by a new type system)
to assure that a system with multiparty interleaved sessions has the progress property, i.e. cannot
get stuck owing to a deadlock generated by the interaction oftwo different sessions. This also
requires a suitable notion of progress that must also consider the foreseen possibility of having
never-ending sessions.

Previous work on multiparty session types (Honda et al., 2008) has ignored this dynamic
nature, providing a limited progress property ensured onlywithin a single session, by assum-
ing non-interference among different sessions and by forbidding delegation. More precisely, al-
though the previous system assures that the multiple participants respect the protocol, by check-
ing the types of exchanged messages and the order of communications, it cannot guarantee a
global progress, i.e, that a protocol which merges several global scenarioswill not get stuck in
the middle of some sessions. This limitation does not allow to ensure successful terminations
of transactions, making the framework practically inapplicable to a large size of dynamically
reconfigured conversations.

This paper develops, besides a more traditionalcommunicationtype system (§ 4), a novel static
interactiontype system (§ 5) for assuring global progress in dynamically merged and interfered
multiparty, asynchronous sessions.

The present calculus for multiparty sessions offers three technical merits without sacrificing
the original simplicity and expressivity of (Honda et al., 2008). First it avoids the overhead of
global linearity-check in (Honda et al., 2008); secondly itprovides a more liberal policy in the
use of variables, both in delegation and in recursive definitions; finally it implicitly provides each
participant of a service with a runtime channel indexed by its role on which he can communi-
cate with all other participants, permitting also broadcast in a natural way. The use of indexed
channels, moreover, allows to define a light-weight interaction type system for global progress.

The main novelty of the present paper with respect to (Bettini et al., 2008) is a notion of
progress which assures, also in presence of non-terminating computations, that no participant in a
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running session can be stuck forever. The proof that processes typable in both the communication
and the interaction systems have progress is quite delicate, since it requires a deep analysis of the
relations between actions of merged sessions and a careful treatment of recursion.

Outline This paper is an extended and significantly improved versionof (Bettini et al., 2008)
with a stronger notion of progress, detailed definitions andfull proofs. The new definition of
progress, in particular, requires a totally original and nontrivial treatment. In addition, the present
paper expands (Bettini et al., 2008) with more examples, informal explanations and comparisons
with recent related work. In the remainder, Section 2 motivates the key ideas through business
protocol examples and Section 3 gives the syntax and semantics of the calculus. Section 4 ex-
plains the communication typing system and states the type soundness. Section 5 motivates our
definition of progress. Section 6 describes the interactiontyping system and states the progress
theorem. Section 7 discusses related and future works. The Appendix contains the proofs of the
theorems given in the main sections.

2. Motivating Examples

Before presenting the syntax of our calculus formally, we provide a small example, in order to
give a basic idea of the functionalities and the linguistic features of our language.

2.1. Merging Two Conversations: Three Buyer Protocol

We introduce our calculus through an example, the three-buyer protocol, extending the two-
buyer protocol from (Honda et al., 2008), which includes thenew features, session-multicasting
and dynamically merging two conversations. The overall scenario, involving a Seller (S), Alice
(A), Bob (B) and Carol (C), proceeds as follows.

1 Alice sends a book title to Seller, then Seller sends back a quote to Alice and Bob. Then Alice
tells Bob how much she can contribute.

2 If the price is within Bob’s budget, Bob notifies both Sellerand Alice he accepts, then sends
his address, and Seller sends back the delivery date.

3 If the price exceeds the budget, Bob asks Carol to collaborate together by establishing a new
session. Then Bob sends how much Carol must pay, thendelegatesthe remaining interactions
with Alice and Seller to Carol.

4 If the rest of the price is within Carol’s budget, Carol accepts the quote and notifies Alice,
Bob and Seller, and continues the rest of the protocol with Seller and Alice transparently,as
if she were Bob. Otherwise she notifies Alice, Bob and Seller to quit the protocol.

Figure 1 depicts an execution of the above protocol where Bobasks Carol to collaborate (by
delegating the remaining interactions with Alice and Seller) and the transaction terminates suc-
cessfully.

Then multiparty session programming consists of two steps:specifying the intended commu-
nication protocols using global types, and implementing these protocols using processes. The
specifications of the three-buyer protocol are given as two separated global types: one isGa

among Alice, Bob and Seller and the other isGb between Bob and Carol. We write principals
with legible symbols though they will actually be coded by numbers: inGa we haveA= 1,B= 2,
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Fig. 1. The three buyer protocol interactions.

andS= 3, while inGb we haveB= 2, C= 1.

Ga =
1. A −→ S : 〈string〉.

2. S −→ {A,B} : 〈int〉.

3. A −→ B : 〈int〉.

4. B −→ {S,A} : {ok :B−→ S : 〈string〉.
5. S−→ B : 〈date〉.end,
6. quit : end}

Gb =
1. B −→ C : 〈int〉.

2. B −→ C : 〈T〉.
3. C −→ B : {ok : end, quit : end}

T =⊕〈{S,A},{ok :!〈S,string〉;?(S,date);end,quit : end}〉

The types give a global view of the two conversations, directly abstracting the scenario of the
diagram. InGa, line 1 denotesA sends a string value toS. Line 2 saysS multicasts the same
integer value toA andB and line 3 says thatA sends an integer toB. In lines 4-6B sends eitherok
or quit to S andA. In the first caseB sends a string toS and receives a date fromS, in the second
case there are no further communications.

Line 2 inGb represents the delegation of a channel with the capability specified by the session
typeT (see§ 4.1) fromB to C (note thatS andA in T concern the session ona).

Figure 2 gives the code, associated toGa andGb, for S, A, B andC in the syntax formally de-
fined in§ 3.1†: Session namea establishes the session corresponding toGa. S initiates a session
involving three bodies as third participant bya[3](y3): A andB participate as first and second
participants bya[1](y1) anda[2](y2), respectively. ThenS, A andB communicate using the chan-
nelsy3, y1 andy2, respectively. Each channelyp can be seen as a port connecting participantp

with all other ones; the receivers of the data sent onyp are specified by giving the participant
numbers. The first line ofGa is implemented by the output and input actionsy1!〈3,"Title"〉
and y3?(1, title). The last line ofGb is implemented by the selection and branching actions
z1⊕〈2,ok〉, z1⊕〈2,quit〉 andz2&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0}).

† In the examples we will use the following font conventions: variables (bound by an input action) are initalics and
constants are insans serif; string literals are inmonospace font and double quoted.
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S = a[3](y3).y3?(1, title);y3!〈{1,2},quote〉;y3&(2,{ok : y3?(2,address);y3!〈2,date〉;0, quit : 0})

A = a[1](y1).y1!〈3,"Title"〉;y1?(3,quote);y1!〈2,quotediv 2〉;y1&(2,{ok : 0, quit : 0})

B = a[2](y2).y2?(3,quote);y2?(1,contrib);
if (quote - contrib< 100) then y2⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;y2!〈3,"Address"〉;y2?(3,date);0

else b[2](z2).z2!〈1,quote - contrib -99〉;z2!〈〈1,y2〉〉;z2&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0})

C = b[1](z1).z1?(2,x);z1?((2, t));
if (x< 100) then z1⊕〈2,ok〉; t ⊕〈{1,3},ok〉; t!〈3,"Address"〉; t?(3,date);0

else z1⊕〈2,quit〉; t ⊕〈1,quit〉;0

Fig. 2. The three buyer example.

In B, if the quote minusA’s contribution exceeds 100e (i.e., quote - contrib≥ 100), another
session betweenB andC is established dynamically through shared nameb. The delegation is
performed by passing the channely2 from B to C (actionsz2!〈〈1,y2〉〉 andz1?((2, t))), and so the
rest of the session is carried out byC with S andA. In the following subsection we will enrich
this protocol with recursive-branching behaviours in interleaved sessions.

2.2. Three Buyer Protocol (with Recursion)

We now describe a variant of the example of§ 2.1 that uses recursion. The scenario is basically
the same, the only part that changes is that, if the price exceeds the budget, Bob initiates a nego-
tiation with Carol to collaborate together by establishinga new session: Bob starts asking a first
proposal of contribution to Carol. At each step Carol answers with a new offer. Bob can accept
the offer, try with a new proposal or give up. When Bob decidesto end the negotiation (accept-
ing the offer or giving up) he communicates the exit to Carol and, as before, Carol concludes the
protocol with Seller. Note that the recursive processX in Bob’s code has a data parameter (x)
and two channel parameters (y andz), while the processY in Carol’s code has only one channel
parameter (z′).

Figure 3 depicts the part of the protocol involving possiblerecursion.
The communication protocols are described by the followingglobal types; these are similar to

the ones of§ 2.1. In particularGa is exactly the same (since the server does not notice the further
interactions among the buyers). Instead,Gb is now more involved since we have a recursive part
which represents the (possibly) recursive negotiation between Bob and Carol.

Ga =
1. A −→ S : 〈string〉.

2. S −→ {A,B} : 〈int〉.

3. A −→ B : 〈int〉.

4. B −→ {S,A} : {ok :B−→ S : 〈string〉.
5. S−→ B : 〈date〉.end,
6. quit : end}

Gb =
1. µt.B −→ C : 〈int〉.

2. C −→ B : 〈int〉.

3. B −→ C : {ok : B−→ C : 〈T〉;end,
more : t,
quit : B−→ C : 〈T〉;end}

T =⊕〈{S,A},{ok :!〈S,string〉;?(S,date);end,quit : end}〉

The code of the example is in Figure 4. Again, it is similar to the previous one, but for the
recursive definitions in the processesB andC.
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Fig. 3. The three buyer protocol (with recursion): additional interactions.

S = a[3](y3).y3?(1, title);y3!〈{1,2},quote〉;y3&(2,{ok : y3?(2,address);y3!〈2,date〉;0, quit : 0})

A = a[1](y1).y1!〈3,"Title"〉;y1?(3,quote);y1!〈2,quotediv 2〉;y1&(2,{ok : 0, quit : 0})

B = a[2](y2).y2?(3,quote);y2?(1,contrib);
if (quote - contrib< 100) then y2⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;y2!〈3,"Address"〉;y2?(3,date);0
else b[2](z2).

def X(x,z,y) =
z!〈1,x〉;z?(1,x1);
if good(x1) then z⊕〈1,ok〉;z!〈〈1,y〉〉;0
else if negotiable(x1) then z⊕〈1,more〉;X〈newproposal(x1),z,y〉

else z⊕〈1,quit〉;z!〈〈1,y〉〉;0
in X〈firstproposal(quote),z2,y2〉

C = b[1](z1). def Y(z′) = z′?(2,x′);z′!〈2,offer(x′)〉;
z′&(2,{ok : z′?((2, t)); t ⊕〈{1,3},ok〉; t!〈3,"Address"〉; t?(3,date);0

more : Y〈z′〉,
quit : z′?((2, t)); t ⊕〈{1,3},quit〉;0})

in Y〈z1〉

Fig. 4. The three buyer example with recursion.

3. The Calculus for Multiparty Sessions

3.1. Syntax

We start from the following sets:service names, ranged over bya,b, . . . (representing public
names of endpoints),value variables, ranged over byx,x′, . . . , identifiers, i.e., service names
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P ::= u[p](y).P Multicast Request
|| u[p](y).P Accept
|| c!〈Π,e〉;P Value sending
|| c?(p,x);P Value reception
|| c!〈〈p,c′〉〉;P Session delegation
|| c?((q,y));P Session reception
|| c⊕〈Π, l〉;P Selection
|| c&(p,{li : Pi}i∈I ) Branching

u ::= x || a Identifier
v ::= a || true || false Value
e ::= v || x

|| eand e′ || not e . . . Expression
D ::= X(x,y) = P Declaration

|| if e then P else Q Conditional
|| P | Q Parallel
|| 0 Inaction
|| (νa : G)P Hiding service
|| def D in P Recursion
|| X〈e,c〉 Process call

|| (νs)P Hiding session

|| s : h Named queue

c ::= y || s[p] Channel

m ::= (q,Π,v)

|| (q,p,s[p′ ])

|| (q,Π, l) Message in transit

h ::= h·m || � Queue

Table 1.Process Syntax.

and variables, ranged over byu,w, . . . , channel variables, ranged over byy,z, t . . . , labels, ranged
over byl , l ′, . . . (functioning like method names or labels in labelled records);process variables,
ranged over byX,Y, . . . (used for representing recursive behaviour). To simplify the formal treat-
ment we assume that each recursively defined process has one data parameter and one channel
parameter. The generalisation to multiple data and channelparameters however is straightfor-
ward.

Processes, ranged over byP,Q. . . , andexpressions, ranged over bye,e′, . . . , are given by the
grammar in Table 1, where the syntax occurring only at runtime appearsshaded. We calluser
processesthe processes generated without using runtime syntax.

For the primitives for session initiation,u[p](y).P initiates a new session through an iden-
tifier u (which represents a shared interaction point) with the other multiple participants, each
of shapeu[q](y).Qq where 1≤ q ≤ p−1. The (bound) variabley is the channel used to do the
communications. We callp, q,... (ranging over natural numbers) theparticipantsof a session.

Session communications (communications that take place inside an established session) are
performed using the next three pairs of primitives: the sending and receiving of a value; the ses-
sion delegation and reception (where the former delegates to the latter the capability to participate
in a session by passing a channel associated with the session); and the selection and branching
(where the former chooses one of the branches offered by the latter). The input/output operations
(including the delegation ones) specify the channel and thesender or the receiver, respectively.
Thus,c!〈Π,e〉 sends a value on channelc to all the participants in the non-empty setΠ; accord-
ingly, c?(p,x) denotes the intention of receiving a value on channelc from the participantp. The
same holds for delegation/reception (but the receiver is only one) and selection/branching. We
usec!〈p,e〉;P andc⊕〈p, l〉;P as short forc!〈{p},e〉;P andc⊕〈{p}, l〉;P, as already done in
previous examples. Similarly we abbreviate global and session types.

An output actionis a value sending, session delegation or label selection: an output processis
a process starting with an output action. Aninput processis a value reception, session reception
or label branching: aninput processis a process starting with an input action.

We call s[p] a channel with role: it represents the channel of the participantp in the session
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s. We usec to range over variables and channels with roles. As in (Hondaet al., 2008), in order
to model TCP-like asynchronous communications (message order preservation and sender-non-
blocking), we use the queues of messages in a session, denoted by h; a message in a queue can
be a value message,(q,Π,v), indicating that the valuev was sent by the participantq and the
recipients are all the participants inΠ; a channel message (delegation),(q,p,s[p′]), indicating
thatq delegates top the role ofp′ on the sessions (represented by the channel with roles[p′]);
and a label message,(q,Π, l) (similar to a value message). The empty queue is denoted by�.
By h ·m we denote the queue obtained by concatenatingm to the queueh. With some abuse of
notation we will also writem·h to denote the queue with head elementm. By s : h we denote the
queueh of the sessions. In (νs)P all occurrences ofs[p] and the queuesare bound. Queues and
channels with role are generated by the operational semantics (described later).

We call pure a process which does not contain message queues. We say that aprocess is
closedif the only free names in it are service names (i.e. if it does not contain free variables or
free session names).

3.2. Global Types

A global type, ranged over byG,G′, .. describes the whole conversation scenario of a multiparty
session as a type signature. Its grammar is given below:

Global G ::= p→ Π : 〈U〉.G′ Exchange U ::= S | T
|| p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I Sorts S ::= bool | . . . | G
|| µ t.G || t || end

We simplify the syntax in (Honda et al., 2008) by eliminatingchannels and parallel composi-
tions, while preserving the original expressivity (see Section 7).

The global typep→ Π : 〈U〉.G′ says that participantp multicasts a message of typeU to the
non-empty set of participantsΠ and then the interactions described inG′ take place.Exchange
types U,U ′, ... consist ofsortstypesS,S′, . . . for values (either base types or global types), and
sessiontypesT,T ′, . . . for channels (defined in Section 4). Typep→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I says partici-
pantpmulticasts one of the labelsl i to the set of participantsΠ. If l j is sent, interactions described
in G j take place. In both cases we assumep /∈ Π. Typeµ t.G is a recursive type, assuming type
variables (t, t′, . . . ) are guarded in the standard way, i.e., type variables only appear under some
prefix. We take anequi-recursiveview of recursive types, not distinguishing betweenµ t.G and
its unfoldingG{µ t.G/t} (Pierce, 2002,§21.8). We assume thatG in the grammar of sorts is
closed, i.e., without free type variables. Typeend represents the termination of the session.

3.3. Operational Semantics

The operational semantics consists of some reduction rulesand some structural equivalence rules
that permit rearranging the terms in order to apply a specificreduction rule.

Table 2 shows the rules of the process reduction relationP−→ P′ (we use−→∗ and−→k with
the expected meanings). Rule [Link] describes the initiation of a new session amongn partici-
pants that synchronise over the service namea. The last participanta[n](yn).Pn, distinguished
by the overbar on the service name, specifies the numbern of participants. For this reason we
call it the initiator of the session. Obviously each session must have a unique initiator. After the
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a[1](y1).P1 | ... | a[n](yn).Pn | a[n+1](yn+1).Pn+1 −→
(νs)(P1{s[1]/y1} | ... | Pn{s[n]/yn} | Pn+1{s[n+1]/yn+1} | s : �) [Link]

s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P | s : h−→ P | s : h· (p,Π,v) (e↓v) [Send]

s[p]!〈〈q,s′[p′]〉〉;P | s : h−→ P | s : h· (p,q,s′ [p′]) [Deleg]

s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h−→ P | s : h· (p,Π, l) [Label]

s[p]?(q,x);P | s : (q,p,v) ·h −→ P{v/x} | s : h [Recv]

s[p]?((q,y));P | s : (q,p,s′ [p′]) ·h−→ P{s′[p′]/y} | s : h [Srec]

s[p]&(q,{li : Pi}i∈I ) | s : (q,p, l j ) ·h −→ Pj | s : h ( j ∈ I) [Branch]

if e then P else Q−→ P (e↓ true) if e then P else Q−→ Q (e↓ false) [If-T, If-F]

def X(x,y) = P in (X〈e,s[p]〉 | Q) −→ def X(x,y) = P in (P{v/x}{s[p]/y} | Q) (e↓ v) [ProcCall]

P−→ P′ ⇒ E [P]−→ E [P′] [Cont]

P≡ P′ andP′ −→ Q′ andQ≡ Q′ ⇒ P−→ Q [Str]

Table 2.Reduction rules.

P | 0≡ P P | Q≡ Q | P (P | Q) | R≡ P | (Q | R)

(νr)P | Q≡ (νr)(P | Q) if r /∈ fn(Q)

(νrr ′)P≡ (νr ′r)P (νr)0≡ 0 def D in 0≡ 0

def D in (νr)P≡ (νr)def D in P if r /∈ fn(D)

(def D in P) | Q≡ def D in (P | Q) if dpv(D)∩ fpv(Q) = /0

def D in (def D′ in P)≡ def D and D′ in P if dpv(D)∩dpv(D′) = /0

s : (q,Π,ζ ) · (q′ ,Π′,ζ ′) ·h≡ s : (q′,Π′,ζ ′) · (q,Π,ζ ) ·h if Π∩Π′ = /0 orq 6= q′

s : (q,Π,ζ ) ·h≡ s : (q,Π′,ζ ) · (q,Π′′ ,ζ ) ·h whereΠ = Π′ ∪Π′′ andΠ′ ∩Π′′ = /0

Table 3.Structural equivalence.

connection, the participants will share the private session names, and the queue associated tos,
which is initially empty. The variableyp in each participantp will be replaced by the correspond-
ing channel with roles[p]. The output rules [Send], [Deleg] and [Label] push values, channels
and labels, respectively, into the queue of the sessions (in rule [Send],e ↓ v denotes the eval-
uation of the expressione to the valuev). The input rules [Recv], [Srec] and [Branch] perform
the corresponding complementary operations. Note that these operations check that the sender
matches, and also that the message is actually meant for the receiver.

Evaluation contexts are defined by:

E ::= [ ] || (νa : G)E || (νs)E || def D in E || E | P || P | E

Processes are considered modulo structural equivalence, denoted by≡, and defined in Table 3.
In this table we user to range overa : G, sandζ ranges overv, s[p] andl . By r /∈ fn(Q) we mean
thata is not a free name inQ if r = a : G and thats is not a free name inQ if r = s. The meaning
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(νsa)(sa[3]&(2,{ok : sa[3]?(2,address);sa[3]!〈2,date〉;0, quit : 0}) |
b[2](z2).z2!〈1,quote div 2−99〉;z2!〈〈1,sa[2]〉〉; . . . | sa : �) |
b[1](z1).z1?(2,x);z1?((2,t));z1⊕〈2,ok〉;t ⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;t!〈3, . . .〉;t?(3,date)

−→ by using [Link] (and the structural congruence for scope extrusion)

(νsasb)(. . .as above. . . |
sb[2]!〈1,quote div 2−99〉;sb[2]!〈〈1,sa[2]〉〉; . . . | sa : � |
sb[1]?(2,x);sb[1]?((2,t));sb[1]⊕〈2,ok〉;t ⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;t!〈3, . . .〉;t?(3,date) | sb : �)

−→∗ by using [Send] and [Recv] the result ofquote div 2−99 is communicated

(νsasb)(. . .as above. . . |
sb[2]!〈〈1,sa[2]〉〉;sb[2]&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0}) | sa : � |
sb[1]?((2,t));sb[1]⊕〈2,ok〉;t ⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;t!〈3, . . .〉;t?(3,date) | sb : �)

−→∗ by using [Deleg] and [Srec] the channelsa[2] is communicated

(νsasb)(. . .as above. . . |
sb[2]&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0}) | sa : � |

sb[1]⊕〈2,ok〉;sa[2]⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;sa[2]!〈1, . . .〉;sa[2]?(3,date) | sb : �)

−→∗ by using [Label] and [Branch]

(νsasb)(sa[3]&(2,{ok : sa[3]?(2,address);sa[3]!〈2,date〉;0, quit : 0}) |
0 | sa : � |
sa[2]⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;sa[2]!〈3, . . .〉;sa[2]?(3,date) | sb : �)

Table 4.Example of reduction.

of r /∈ fn(D) is similar. We denote by dpv(D) the set of process variables declared inD and by
fpv(Q) the set of process variables which occur free inQ. Besides the standard rules (Milner,
1999), we have a rule for rearranging messages in a queue whenthe senders or the receivers are
not the same, and also splitting a message for multiple recipients. By using structural rules we
wrote the [Recv] and [Branch] rules in a simpler way, insteadof their more verbose versions:

s[p]?(q,x);P | s : (q,Π,v) ·h−→ P{v/x} | s : (q,Π\p,v) ·h (p ∈ Π)

s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I ) | s : (q,Π, l j) ·h−→ Pj | s : (q,Π\p, l j) ·h (p ∈ Π, j ∈ I)

whereΠ\p denotes the set obtained fromΠ by erasingp.

We conclude this section by showing some reduction steps using the example of the first three
buyer protocol of§ 2; we will consider a simplified version of the example (i.e.,Carol always
selects theok label, without theif . . . then . . . else . . .) and we will concentrate on the part
involving delegation. Thus, we assume that the seller and the first two buyers (Alice and Bob)
have already established a connection (the session name issa) and that Bob (second line) is
about to establish a connection with Carol (third line); thefirst line represents the Seller that is
waiting to conclude the transaction with Bob. We give some reduction steps in Table 4. In the
computation, Carol plays the role of Bob (participant 2 in the sessionsa) transparently to the
Seller.

4. Communication Type System

This section introduces the communication type system, by which we can check type soundness
of the communications.
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4.1. Types for Pure Processes

We first define the local types of pure processes, calledsession types. While global types rep-
resent the whole protocol, session types correspond to the communication actions, representing
sessions from the view-points of single participants.

Session T ::= !〈Π,U〉;T send
|| ?(p,U);T receive
|| ⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉 selection
|| &(p,{l i : Ti}i∈I ) branching

|| µt.T recursive
|| t variable
|| end end

Thesend type!〈Π,U〉;T expresses the sending to all participants inΠ of a value or of a channel
of typeU , followed by the communications ofT. Theselection type⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉 represents
the transmission to all participants inΠ of a labell i chosen in the set{l i | i ∈ I} followed by the
communications described byTi . Thereceiveandbranchingare dual and only need one sender.
Other types are standard.

The relation between session and global types is formalisedby the notion of projection as in
(Honda et al., 2008).

Definition 4.1. The projection of a global type G onto a participantq (G ↾ q) is defined by
induction onG:

(p→ Π : 〈U〉.G′) ↾ q=





!〈Π,U〉;(G′ ↾ q) if q= p,

?(p,U);(G′ ↾ q) if q ∈ Π,

G′ ↾ q otherwise.

(p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I ) ↾ q=





⊕(Π,{l i : Gi ↾ q}i∈I ) if q= p

&(p,{l i : Gi ↾ q}i∈I ) if q ∈ Π
G1 ↾ q if q 6= p,q 6∈ Π andGi ↾ q= G j ↾ q for all i, j ∈ I .

(µt.G) ↾ q=

{
µt.(G ↾ q) if G ↾ q 6= t,

end otherwise.
t ↾ q= t end ↾ q= end.

As an example, we list two of the projections of the global typesGa andGb of the first three-buyer
protocol:

Ga ↾ 3 = ?(1,string); !〈{1,2}, int〉;&(2,{ok :?(2,string); !〈2,date〉;end,quit : end})
Gb ↾ 1 = ?(2, int);?(2,T);⊕〈2,{ok : end,quit : end}〉

whereT =⊕〈{1,3},{ok :!〈3,string〉;?〈3,date〉;end, quit : end}〉.

4.2. Typing Rules for Pure Processes

The typing judgements for expressions and pure processes are of the shapes:

Γ ⊢ e : S and Γ ⊢ P⊲∆

where

- Γ is the standard environmentwhich associates variables to sort types, service names to
global types and process variables to pairs of sort types andsession types;
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Γ,u : S⊢ u : S ⌊NAME⌋ Γ ⊢ true, false : bool
Γ ⊢ ei : bool

Γ ⊢ e1 and e2 : bool
⌊BOOL⌋,⌊AND⌋

Γ ⊢ u : 〈G〉 Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,y : G ↾ p mp(G)≤ p

⌊MCAST⌋
Γ ⊢ u[p](y).P⊲∆

Γ ⊢ u : 〈G〉 Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,y : G ↾ p
⌊MACC⌋

Γ ⊢ u[p](y).P⊲∆

Γ ⊢ e : S Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,c : T
⌊SEND⌋

Γ ⊢ c!〈Π,e〉;P⊲∆,c : !〈Π,S〉;T

Γ,x : S⊢ P⊲∆,c : T
⌊RCV⌋

Γ ⊢ c?(q,x);P⊲∆,c :?(q,S);T

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,c : T
⌊DELEG⌋

Γ ⊢ c!〈〈p,c′〉〉;P⊲∆,c : !〈{p},T ′〉;T,c′ : T ′

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,c : T,y : T ′

⌊SREC⌋
Γ ⊢ c?((q,y));P⊲∆,c :?(q,T ′);T

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,c : Tj j ∈ I
⌊SEL⌋

Γ ⊢ c⊕〈Π, l j 〉;P⊲∆,c : ⊕〈Π,{li : Ti}i∈I 〉

Γ ⊢ Pi ⊲∆,c : Ti ∀i ∈ I
⌊BRANCH⌋

Γ ⊢ c&(p,{li : Pi}i∈I )⊲∆,c : &(p,{li : Ti}i∈I )

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆ Γ ⊢ Q⊲∆′

⌊CONC⌋
Γ ⊢ P | Q⊲∆,∆′

Γ ⊢ e : bool Γ ⊢ P⊲∆ Γ ⊢ Q⊲∆
⌊IF⌋

Γ ⊢ if e then P else Q⊲∆

∆ end only
⌊INACT⌋

Γ ⊢ 0⊲∆

Γ,a : 〈G〉 ⊢ P⊲∆
⌊NRES⌋

Γ ⊢ (νa : G)P⊲∆

Γ ⊢ e : S ∆ end only
⌊VAR⌋

Γ,X : S T⊢ X〈e,c〉⊲∆,c : T

Γ,X : St,x : S⊢ P⊲y : T Γ,X : Sµ t.T ⊢ Q⊲∆
⌊DEF⌋

Γ ⊢ def X(x,y) = P in Q⊲∆

Table 5.Typing rules for pure processes.

- ∆ is thesession environmentwhich associates channels to session types.

Formally we define:

Γ ::= /0 || Γ,u : S || Γ,X : S T and ∆ ::= /0 || ∆,c : T

assuming that we can writeΓ,u : S only if u does not occur inΓ, briefly u 6∈ dom(Γ), where
dom(Γ) denotes the domain ofΓ, i.e., the set of identifiers which occur inΓ. We use the same
convention forX : S T and∆ (thus we can write∆,∆′ only if dom(∆)∩dom(∆′) = /0).

Table 5 presents the typing rules for pure processes.
Rule ⌊MCAST⌋ permits to type a service initiator identified byu, if the type ofy is thep-th

projection of the global typeG of u and the maximum participant inG (denoted by mp(G)) is
at mostp. Rule ⌊MACC⌋ permits to type thep-th participant identified byu, which uses the
channely, if the type ofy is thep-th projection of the global typeG of u. In the typing of the
example of the first three-buyer protocol the types of the channelsy3 andz1 are respectively the
third projection ofGa and the first projection ofGb. By applying rule⌊MCAST⌋ we can then
derivea : Ga ⊢ S⊲ /0. Similarly by applying rule⌊MACC⌋ we can deriveb : Gb ⊢ C⊲ /0. (S andC
are defined in Figure 2.)

The successive six rules associate the input/output processes to the input/output types in the
expected way. For example we can derive:

⊢ t ⊕〈{1,3},ok〉; t!〈3,"Address"〉; t?(3,date);0⊲ {t : T}
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whereT = ⊕〈{1,3},{ok :!〈3,string〉;?(3,date);end, quit : end}〉. Note that, according to our
notational convention on environments, in rule⌊DELEG⌋ the channel which is sent cannot appear
in the session environment of the premise, i.e.,c′ 6∈ dom(∆)∪{c}.

Rule⌊CONC⌋ permits to put in parallel two processes only if their sessions environments have
disjoint domains.

The present formulation of rule⌊DEF⌋ forces to type process variables only withµ-types,
while the formulation in (Bettini et al., 2008; Honda et al.,2008):

Γ,X : S T,x : S⊢ P⊲ y : T Γ,X : S T⊢ Q⊲∆

Γ ⊢ def X(x,y) = P in Q⊲∆

allows to type unguarded process variables with the arbitrary types, which can be meaningless.
For example with the more permissive rule we can derive⊢ def X(x,y) = X(x,y) in X〈true,z〉⊲
{z : T} for an arbitraryT, while in our system we cannot type this process since its only possible
type would beµ t.t, which is not guarded and then forbidden.

4.3. Types and Typing Rules for Processes

We now extend the communication type system to processes containing queues.

Message T ::= !̂〈Π,U〉 message send
|| ⊕〈Π, l〉 message selection
|| T;T′ message sequence

Generalised T ::= T session
|| T message
|| T;T continuation

Message typesare the types for queues: they represent the messages contained in the queues.
Themessage send typê!〈Π,U〉 expresses the communication to all participants inΠ of a value
or of a channel of typeU . Themessage selection type⊕〈Π, l〉 represents the communication to
all participants inΠ of the labell andT;T′ represents sequencing of message types (we assume
associativity for ;). For example⊕〈{1,3},ok〉 is the message type for the message(2,{1,3},ok).

A generalised typeis either a session type, or a message type, or a message type followed by
a session type. TypeT;T represents the continuation of the typeT associated to a queue with the
typeT associated to a pure process. Examples of generalised typesare
⊕〈{1,3},ok〉; !〈3,string〉;?(3,date);end and⊕〈{1,3},ok〉; !̂〈3,string〉;?(3,date);end, which only
differ for the ˆon the !. The type prefix !〈3,string〉 corresponds to an output process sending a
string to participant 3, while the prefix̂!〈3,string〉 corresponds to a message for participant 3
with a value of typestring. See the examples of typing judgments before Definition 4.2.

In order to take into account the structural congruence between queues (see Table 3) we con-
sider message types modulo the equivalence relation≈ induced by the rules shown in Table 6
(with ♮ ∈ {!̂,⊕} andZ ∈ {U, l}).

The equivalence relation on message types extends to generalised types by:

T≈ T′ impliesT;T≈ T′;T
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— ♮〈Π,Z〉; ♮′〈Π′,Z〉;T ≈ ♮′〈Π′,Z〉; ♮〈Π,Z〉;T if Π∩Π′ = /0
— ♮〈Π,Z〉;T ≈ ♮〈Π′,Z〉; ♮〈Π′′,Z〉;T if Π = Π′ ∪Π′′,Π′ ∩Π′′ = /0

Table 6.Equivalence relation on message types.

⌊QINIT⌋
Γ ⊢{s} s : �⊲ /0

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆ Γ ⊢ v : S
⌊QSEND⌋

Γ ⊢{s} s : h· (q,Π,v)⊲∆;{s[q] : !̂〈Π,S〉}

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆
⌊QDELEG⌋

Γ ⊢{s} s : h· (q,p,s′ [p′])⊲∆,s′[p′] : T;{s[q] : !̂〈p,T〉}

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆
⌊QSEL⌋

Γ ⊢{s} s : h· (q,Π, l)⊲∆;{s[q] : ⊕〈Π, l〉}

Table 7.Typing rules for queues.

We say that two session environments∆ and∆′ are equivalent (notation∆ ≈ ∆′) if c : T ∈ ∆
andT 6= end imply c : T′ ∈ ∆′ with T ≈ T′ and vice versa. This equivalence relation is used in
rule⌊EQUIV⌋ (see Table 8).

We start by defining the typing rules for single queues, in which the turnstile⊢ is decorated
with {s} (wheres is the session name of the current queue) and the session environments are
mappings from channels to message types. The empty queue hasthe empty session environment.
Each message adds an output type to the current type of the channel which has the role of the
message sender. Table 7 lists the typing rules for queues, where the operator “;” between an
arbitrary session environment and a session environment containing only one association (all
types are message types) is defined by:

∆;{s[q] : T}=

{
∆′,s[q] : T′;T if ∆ = ∆′,s[q] : T′,

∆,s[q] : T otherwise.

For example we can derive⊢{s} s : (3,{1,2},ok)⊲ {s[3] : ⊕〈{1,2},ok〉}.
In order to type pure processes in parallel with queues, we need to use generalised types in ses-

sion environments and further typing rules. Table 8 lists the typing rules for processes containing
queues. The judgementΓ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ means thatP contains the queues whose session names are in
Σ. Rule⌊GINIT⌋ promotes the typing of a pure process to the typing of an arbitrary process with-

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆
⌊GINIT⌋

Γ ⊢ /0 P⊲∆

Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ ∆ ≈ ∆′

⌊EQUIV⌋
Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆′

Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ Γ ⊢Σ′ Q⊲∆′ Σ∩Σ′ = /0
⌊GPAR⌋

Γ ⊢Σ∪Σ′ P | Q⊲∆∗∆′

Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ co(∆,s)
⌊GSRES⌋

Γ ⊢Σ\s (νs)P⊲∆\s

Γ,a : 〈G〉 ⊢Σ P⊲∆
⌊GNRES⌋

Γ ⊢Σ (νa : G)P⊲∆

Γ,X : St,x : S⊢ P⊲{y : T} Γ,X : Sµ t.T ⊢Σ Q⊲∆
⌊GDEF⌋

Γ ⊢Σ def X(x,y) = P in Q⊲∆

Table 8.Typing rules for processes.
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out session names, since a pure process does not contain queues. When two arbitrary processes
are put in parallel (rule⌊GPAR⌋) we need to require that each session name is associated to at
most one queue (conditionΣ∩Σ′ = /0). In composing the two session environments we want to
put in sequence a message type and a session type for the same channel with role. For this reason
we define the partial composition∗ between generalised types as:

T ∗T′ =

{
T;T′ if T is a message type,
T′;T if T′ is a message type.

Notice thatT ∗T′ is undefined ifT andT′ are both session types.
We extend∗ to session environments as expected:

∆∗∆′ = ∆\dom(∆′)∪∆′\dom(∆)∪{c : T ∗T′ || c : T ∈ ∆ ∧ c : T′ ∈ ∆′}.

Note that∗ is commutative, i.e.,∆ ∗∆′ = ∆′ ∗∆. Also if we can derive message types only for
channels with roles, we consider the channel variables in the definition of∗ for session environ-
ments since we want to get for example that{y : end}∗{y : end} is undefined (message types do
not containend). Examples of derivable judgements are:

⊢{s} P | s : (3,{1,2},ok)⊲ {s[3] : ⊕〈{1,2},ok〉; !〈1,string〉;?(1,date);end}

whereP= s[3]!〈1,"Address"〉;s[3]?(1,date);0 and

⊢{s} P′ | s : (3,{1,2},ok) · (3,1,"Address")⊲ {s[3] : ⊕〈{1,2},ok〉; !̂〈1,string〉;?(1,date);end}

whereP′ = s[3]?(1,date);0. Note that

P | s : (3,{1,2},ok)−→ P′ | s : (3,{1,2},ok) · (3,1,"Address")

In rule⌊GSRES⌋ we require the consistency (see Definition 4.4) of the session environment∆
with respect to the session names to be restricted (notationco(∆,s)).

Consistency of session environments is needed to assure subject reduction, as we will see in
§ 4.4. We define consistency using the notions of projection ofgeneralised types and of duality,
introduced respectively in Definitions 4.2 and 4.3.

Definition 4.2. Theprojection of the generalised typeT ontoq, denoted byT ↾ q, is defined by:

( !〈Π,U〉;T′) ↾ q=

{
!U ;T′ ↾ q if q ∈ Π,

T′ ↾ q otherwise.
( !̂〈Π,U〉;T′) ↾ q=

{
!̂U ;T′ ↾ q if q ∈ Π,

T′ ↾ q otherwise.

(⊕〈Π, l〉;T′) ↾ q=

{
⊕l ;T′ ↾ q if q ∈ Π,

T′ ↾ q otherwise.
(?(p,U);T) ↾ q=

{
?U ;T ↾ q if p= q,

T ↾ q otherwise.

(⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉) ↾ q=

{
⊕{l i : Ti ↾ q}i∈I if q ∈ Π,

T1 ↾ q if q 6∈ Π andTi ↾ q= Tj ↾ q for all i, j ∈ I .

(&(p,{l i : Ti}i∈I )) ↾ q=

{
&{l i : Ti ↾ q}i∈I if q= p,

T1 ↾ q if q 6= p andTi ↾ q= Tj ↾ q for all i, j ∈ I .

(µt.T) ↾ q=

{
µt.(T ↾ q) if T ↾ q 6= t,

end otherwise.
t ↾ q= t end ↾ q= end

Definition 4.3. The duality relation between projections of generalised types is the minimal
symmetric relation which satisfies:
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end ⊲⊳ end t ⊲⊳ t τ ⊲⊳ τ ′ =⇒ µ t.τ ⊲⊳ µ t.τ ′

τ ⊲⊳ τ ′ =⇒ !U ;τ ⊲⊳ ?U ;τ ′ τ ⊲⊳ τ ′ =⇒ !̂U ;τ ⊲⊳ ?U ;τ ′

∀i ∈ I τi ⊲⊳ τ ′i =⇒ ⊕{l i : τi}i∈I ⊲⊳ &{l i : τ ′i }i∈I

∃i ∈ I l = l i ∧ τ ⊲⊳ τi =⇒ ⊕l ;τ ⊲⊳ &{l i : τi}i∈I

whereτ ranges over projections of generalised types.

Definition 4.4. A session environment∆ is consistent for the session s(notationco(∆,s)) if
s[p] : T ∈ ∆ andT ↾ q 6= end imply s[q] : T ′ ∈ ∆ andT ↾ q ⊲⊳ T ′ ↾ p. A session environment∆ is
consistentif it is consistent for all sessions which occur in it.

By a routine induction it is easy to prove that two projections of a same global type are always
dual.

Proposition 4.1. Let G be a global type andp 6= q. Then(G ↾ p) ↾ q ⊲⊳ (G ↾ q) ↾ p.

This proposition assures that session environments obtained by projecting global types are always
consistent.

The vice versa is not true, i.e. there are consistent sessionenvironments which are not projec-
tions of global types. An example is:

{s[1] :?(2,bool); !〈3,bool〉,s[2] :?(3,bool); !〈1,bool〉,s[3] :?(1,bool); !〈2,bool〉}

Note that for dyadic sessions, instead, all consistent session environments are projections of
global types.

4.4. Subject Reduction

Since session environments represent the forthcoming communications, by reducing processes
session environments can change. This can be formalised as in (Honda et al., 2008) by introduc-
ing the notion of reduction of session environments, whose rules are:

— {s[p] : T; !〈Π,U〉; T} ⇒ {s[p] : T; !̂〈Π,U〉;T}
— {s[p] : !̂〈q,U〉; T,s[q] :?(p,U);T} ⇒ {s[p] : T,s[p j ] : T}

— {s[p] : ⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉} ⇒ {s[p] : ⊕〈Π, l i〉;Ti}

— {s[p] : ⊕〈q, l〉;T,s[q] : &(p,{l i : Ti}i∈I )} ⇒ {s[p] : T,s[q] : Ti} if l = l i
— ∆∪∆′′ ⇒ ∆′∪∆′′ if ∆ ⇒ ∆′

where message types are considered modulo the equivalence relation of Table 6.
The first rule corresponds to putting in a queue a message withsenderp, set of receiversΠ and
content of typeU . The second rule corresponds to reading form a queue a message with senderp,
receiverq and content of typeU . The third and fourth rules are similar, but a label is transmitted.

Using the above reduction and the consistency of session environments given in Definition 4.4,
we can state type preservation under reduction as follows:

Theorem 4.1 (Type Preservation).If Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ with ∆ consistent andP−→∗ P′, then
Γ ⊢Σ P′ ⊲∆′ for some∆′ such that∆ ⇒∗ ∆′.
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The proof of this theorem is the content of Appendix A: the consistency of session environ-
ments is used for treating the case of the reduction rule [Recv]. A simple example showing that
consistency is necessary for subject reduction is the process:

P= s[1]!〈2, true〉;s[1]?(2,x);0 | s[2]?(1,x′);s[2]!〈1,x′+1〉;0

which can be typed with the non consistent session environment

{s[1] :!〈2,bool〉;?(2,nat);end,s[2] :?(1,nat); !〈1,nat〉;end}

In factP reduces to the process

s[1]?(2,x);0 | s[2]!〈1, true+1〉;0

which cannot be typed and it is stuck.

All processes considered in the following can be typed in thecommunication type system with
consistent session environments.

Note that communication safety (Honda et al., 2008, Theorem5.5) is a corollary of Theorem
4.1.

5. Progress

5.1. The Notion of Progress for Multiparty Sessions (Informal)

Informally we intend that a process has the progress property if each session, once started, is
guaranteed to satisfy all the requested interactions. A formal definition of the progress property
is not straightforward and the definition in (Bettini et al.,2008) is unsatisfactory in presence of
infinite computations, as exemplified below. We explain the key ideas and problems separately.

Deadlock-freedom on session channels.A natural requirement for progress in the case of com-
munication protocols is that an input process can always read a message in the expected queue
and vice versa a message in a queue is always read by an input process. Hence we must assure
that any request of interaction on a session channels will always be satisfied. A paradigmatic
example of process without progress isP1 | P2 where:

P1 = a[1](y1).b[1](z1).y1?(2,x1);z1!〈2, false〉;0
P2 = a[2](y2).b[2](z2).z2?(1,x2);y2!〈1, true〉;0

since it reduces to:

(νs1)(νs2) (s1[1]?(2,x1);s2[1]!〈2, false〉;0 | s2[2]?(1,x2);s1[2]!〈1, true〉;0 | s1 : � | s2 : �)

which is stuck. The problem is that the output actions of bothsessions are prefixed by input
actions of the other session.

Instead the processP1 | P′
2 where:

P′
2 = a[2](y2).b[2](z2).y2!〈1, true〉;z2?(1,x2);0

has progress since it reduces to0.
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Progress and infinite computations.However to define the notion of progress it not sensible
to ask that each session can be successfully completed, since recursive definitions allows to
have non terminating interactions. The simple idea of defining progress as the possibility of
reduction unless a successful termination is eventually reached, as in general for process calculi
(Kobayashi, 2002), does not work in our setting. Take for instance the four participant protocol
represented by the processP1 | P′′

2 | P3 | P4 whereP1 is as before and:

P′′
2 = a[2](y2).b[2](z2).z2?(1,x2);y2!〈1, true〉;0.

P3 = a[3](y3).def X(x3,z3) = z3!〈4,x3〉;X〈x3,z3〉 in X〈true,y3〉

P4 = a[4](y4).def Y(x4,z4) = z4?(3,x);Y〈x4,z4〉 in Y〈true,y4〉

This process can be indefinitely reduced, carrying on the interaction between participants 3 and
4, while participants 1 and 2, as in the former example, are stuck. Then this process cannot be
considered as having progress, while it would have it in the definition of (Bettini et al., 2008).

Therefore, building on Kobayashi’s definition of lock-freedom (Kobayashi, 2002) and on the
definition of communication safety of (Deniélou and Yoshida, 2011) we require that:

- an input will always find an appropriate message on the corresponding queue along some
computations;

- a message on a queue will always find an appropriate input along some computations.

Missing participants.Rule [Link] requires the presence of all service participants to start a ses-
sion. If a process contains some participants to a service but not all, then the interaction cannot
start. In an open ended scenario, however, it is reasonable to assume that the missing participants
can join in the future. In defining the notion of progress for aprocessP we must then consider
that an incomplete servicea occurring in a processP can always be allowed to start by com-
posingP with a process containing the missing participants fora, in a sort of testing semantics
(Nicola and Hennessy, 1983). We callcatalysersthese processes. Similar constructions are given
in (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) and in (Carbone and Debois, 2010).

An example showing the necessity of catalysers is the process

P5 = c[1](t1).(P
′ | P′′)

This process is irreducible, while in parallel with the catalyser c[2](t2).0 producesP′ | P′′ and
the associated computation can go on. We can then say thatP5 has progress ifP′ | P′′ has it.
For example ifP1, P2 andP′

2 are as above, thenc[1](t1).(P1 | P2) does not have progress and
c[1](t1).(P1 | P′

2) has progress.

Clearly catalysers cannot help to restart a process when theservice with missing participants
has a restricted name. For example the process

P6 = (νa : 1→ 2 : 〈bool〉.end)(a[1](y).y!〈2, true〉;0)

behaves like0 in any context. We can therefore say thatP6 has progress in a trivial way.
We will now introduce catalysers as service participants that we will use to complete a process

in order to allow it to initiate an interaction. Notice that we build catalysers in such a way they
cannot directly cause deadlocks. Catalysers, in particular, do not contain session interleaving, i.e.
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only actions on the same channel can prefix each other. However catalysers can start interactions
that lead to deadlocks generated by the processes they complete.

5.2. The Notion of Progress for Multiparty Sessions (Formal)

Catalysers.In this subsection we will formalise the definition of progress starting with the con-
struction of catalysers. This is not straightforward since:

(point 1) the construction of a process sending a channel requires another set of catalysers which
interact with the delegated channel and

(point 2) the construction of a recursive process requires to memorise the correspondence be-
tween type variables and term variables.

For (point 1), we need to build, from a session typeT and a participantp, a global typeG (T,p)
such thatG (T,p) ↾ p= T. For example, if we have the session type

T =⊕〈{1,2},{ok :!〈1,string〉;?(1,date);end,quit : end}〉,

then we can build:

G (T,3) = 3−→ {1,2} : {ok :3−→ 1 : 〈string〉.1−→ 3 : 〈date〉.end,quit : end}

Hence we can compose the set of catalysers which interact with this delegated channel. The
formal definition is:

Definition 5.1. Thecharacteristic global typeof the session typeT for participantp, notation
G (T,p), is defined by:

G ( !〈Π,U〉;T,p) = p→ Π : 〈U〉.G (T,p)
G (?(q,U);T,p) = q→ p : 〈U〉.G (T,p)
G (⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉,p) = p→ Π : {l i : G (Ti ,p)}i∈I

G (&(q,{l i : Ti}i∈I ),p) = q→ p : {l i : G (Ti ,p)}i∈I

G (µ t.T,p) = µ t.G (T,p)
G (t,p) = t
G (end,p) = end

The next construction builds the body of a catalyserP(T,y,M ) which can communicate only
through the channely with session typeT. For delegating a channel typed byT ′ (point 1), we
create all participants of a new restricted service with global typeG (T ′,n+ 1), wheren is the
maximum participant which occurs inT. If T is a recursive type (point 2), we need to memorise
a mapping (denotedM ) between type variables and term variables. ClearlyM is empty when
T is closed. Moreover in order to get a deterministic construction we make some choices. For
the outputs with sort types, we choose a characteristic value for each sort type. For the selection
types we always select the label with the minimum index. Other definitions are straightforward.

Definition 5.2. Thecharacteristic processof the session typeT using channely and mapping
M , notationP(T,y,M ), is defined by:
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P( !〈Π,S〉;T,y,M ) = y!〈Π,v〉;P(T,y,M ) wherev is the characteristic value of typeS

P( !〈p,T ′〉;T,y,M ) = (νa : G (T ′,n+1))(a[n+1](z).y!〈〈p,z〉〉;P(T,y,M ) |

a[1](z1).P(T1,z1, /0) | . . . | a[n](zn).P(Tn,zn, /0))

wherea is fresh,n is the maximum participant which occurs inT ′

andTi = G (T ′,n+1) ↾ i

P(?(q,S);T,y,M ) = y?(q,x);P(T,y,M )

P(?(q,T ′);T,y,M ) = y?((q,z));P(T,y,M ) | P(T ′,z, /0)

P(⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉,y,M ) = y⊕〈Π, lk〉;P(Tk,y,M ) wherek is the smallest integer inI

P(&(q,{l i : Ti}i∈I ),y,M ) = y&〈q,{l i : P(Ti ,y,M )}i∈I 〉

P(µ t.T,y,M ) = def X(x, z)=P(T,z,M ∪{t 7→ X〈x,z〉}) in X〈true,y〉

P(t,y,M ) = M (t)

P(end,y,M ) = 0

An example of characteristic process is:

P(µt. !〈4,?(2,bool);end〉; t,y, /0) = def X(x,z) = P( !〈4,?(2,bool);end〉; t,z,{t 7→ X〈x,z〉}) in X〈true,y〉

= def X(x,z) = (νa : G (?(2,bool);end,3))(a[3](z3).y!〈〈4,z3〉〉;P(t,z,{t 7→ X〈x,z〉}) |
a[1](z1).P(end,z1, /0) | a[2](z2).P( !〈3,bool〉;end,z2, /0)) in X〈true,y〉

= def X(x,z) = (νa : 2→ 3 : 〈bool〉.end)(a[3](z3).y!〈〈4,z3〉〉;X〈x,z〉 | a[1](z1).0 | a[2](z2).z2!〈3,true〉;0)
in X〈true,y〉

It is easy to verify that whenT is a closed type we can derive:

⊢ P(T,y, /0)⊲ {y : T}

In order to get catalysers we put in parallel processes obtained by prefixing requests and ac-
cepts to the processes in previous definition.

Definition 5.3.

1 The characteristic requestof the local typeT for the servicea and the participantp is
a[p](y).P(T,y, /0).

2 The characteristic acceptof the local typeT for the servicea and the participantp is
a[p](y).P(T,y, /0).

3 A process is acatalyserif it is the parallel composition of characteristic requests and accepts.

Notice that the process0 is a catalyser, being the parallel composition of no process.

Definition of Progress.The last notion we need before defining progress is a natural duality
between input processes and message queues which only takesinto account top inputs and top
messages.

Definition 5.4. Theduality between input processes and message queuesis defined by:

s[p]?(q,x);P
−
1 s : (q,p,v) ·h s[p]?((q,y));P

−
1 s : (q,p,s′[p′]) ·h

s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I )
−
1 s : (q,p, lk) ·h k∈ I
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Recall thatE denotes the evaluation contexts (see§ 3.3). The main definition follows:

Definition 5.5 (Progress).A processP has the progress propertyif for all catalysersQ such that
P | Q is well typed in the communication system, ifP | Q−→∗ E [R], whereR is an input process
or a message queue, then there are a catalyserQ′, andE ′,R′ such thatE [R] | Q′ −→∗ E ′[R′]

whereR
−
1 R′ andE ′[R′] = E ′′[R] for some contextE ′′.

Thanks to the condition “for all catalysersQ”, we do not need to require thatE [R] | Q′ has the
progress property. This is becauseQ | Q′ is a catalyser and we could just start fromP | Q | Q′.

6. Interaction Type System

The interaction type system ensures that the typable processes always have the progress property.
The basic ideas of this system are discussed in§ 6.1 and the typing rules are given in§ 6.2.

6.1. Channel/Service Relation and Sets of Service Names

The progress property will be analysed via three finite setsR, N andB. The setR for closed
user processes is the union of:

- a partial order relation (called the channel/service relation) among service names and
- a set of service names which contains all names in the order relation.

The setR will be defined for arbitrary processes in Definition 6.2. Thetwo setsN andB are
sets of service names.

Below we illustrate these sets, explaining their roles by examples.

Channel/Service Relation.The channel/service relation (csrfor short) is our basic tool to analyse
the interactions between sessions. We writea ≺ b to denote thata precedesb in a csr. The
meaning ofa≺ b is that some input action of a session on servicea must be performed before
some communication action of a session on serviceb. The relation csr is then transitive. We will
show that we can assure progress of a processP if the csr ofP does not contain loops, i.e. if do
not havea≺ b≺ a for anya, b occurring inP. In case of loop, for example, two input actions
ona andb can mutually block the corresponding output actions on the other session producing a
deadlock.

Take for instance the processP1 | P2, whereP1, P2 are the processes defined in§ 5.1. In
processP1 we have that an input action on servicea blocks an output action on serviceb and this
determinesa≺ b . In processP2 the situation is inverted, determiningb≺ a. In P1 | P2 we then
have a loopa≺ b≺ a. As remarked in§ 5.1 this process produces a deadlock. On the other hand
if we take insteadP1 | P′

2, whereP′
2 is as in§ 5.1, the csr of the whole process remainsa≺ b since

in P′
2 the input action does not precede any other action, and we canso assure progress.

If we replace serviceb by servicea in a slight modification ofP1 andP2 we obtain:

P7 = a[1](y1).a[2](z2).y1?(2,x);z2!〈1, false〉;0
P8 = a[2](y2).a[1](z1).z1?(2,x′);y2!〈1, true〉;0

with two instances of servicea and the relationa ≺ a. Also P7 | P8 reduces to a stuck process.
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Hence we must also forbid loops on single service names. Thisalso implies that csrs cannot be
reflexive.

Note that the behaviours of the individual participants of asession are merged into a single
one in the csr, so the csr relation of a single session turns out to contain at most the service name
of the session. Therefore a single session has always progress as an immediate consequence of
the Progress Theorem.

Weakly Nested Services.Let consider the following process:

R1 = a[1](y1).y1?(2,x);b[1](z1).z1?(2,x1);y1!〈2, false〉;0

In this process we have an input action ony1 which blocks an action onz1 and an input action on
z1 which blocks an action ony1. Therefore reasoning as before we would get the loopy1 ≺ z1 ≺ y1

and thena≺ b≺ a between the corresponding service names. But note that all actions onz1 are
performed after the accept onb without interleaving of any (input) action ony1. The actions on
z1 are nested between the actions ony1. If R1 is put in parallel with another process in which a
session on serviceb (and its associated channel variable) has the same behaviour we can assure
progress despite the loop in the csr. Take for instance the process:

R2 = a[2](y2).y2!〈1, true〉; b[2](z2).z2!〈1, false〉;y2?(1,x2);0

and note thatR1 | R2 reduces to0. This will be proved to be a general property. To take it into
account we allow to put service names likeb in N instead of putting them in the csr, avoiding
then the loops they could produce. In this way we can also ignore the presence of actions ofb
inside those ofa and possibly consider thata satisfies the same condition asb. In this case alsoa
could be put inN .

Notice also that we can safely allow interleaving of the actions ofb with non-blocking actions
of other sessions. For example we can safely reduceR2 in parallel with the process:

R3 = a[1](y1).y1?(2,x);b[1](z1).y1!〈2, false〉;z1?(2,x3);0

in which the session on servicea sends a value before serviceb is ended.
We say that a service satisfies theweakly nested conditionif all the communication action on

the channel bound by the service are interleaved only with outputs on different free channels and
with services satisfying the same condition. This condition will be formalised in§ 6.2.

But note that we can put a service name inN only if all the occurrences of the service (in
both multicast requests and accepts) respect the weakly nested condition. Take for instance the
process:

R4 = a[2](y2).y2!〈1, true〉; b[2](z2).y2?(1,x4);z2!〈1, false〉;0

It does not respect the weakly nested condition since an input action ony2 precedes an action
on z2, but the csr resulting from it (a≺ b) is loop free. If we putb in N for its occurrence in
the processR1 we get the loop free csra≺ b for R1 | R4, while reducing it we obtain the stuck
process:

(νs1)(νs2) (s2[1]?(2,x1);s1[1]!〈2, false〉;0 | s1[2]?(1,x4);s2[2]!〈1, false〉;0 | s1 : � | s2 : �)

For this reason we always require that the same service cannot occur both inR (which includes
the csr) and inN .
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Boundable Services.If we want to allow restrictions of service names the weakly nested condi-
tion is not enough. For example the process:

R5 = a[1](y1).(νb : end)(b[1](z1).y1!〈2, false〉;0)

reduces to a deadlock when put in parallel with the catalysera[2](y2).y2?(2,x);0. We need then
ask that all initiations of restricted services do not blockany channel of another service, together
with the requirement of being weakly nested. We call this theboundable service condition. Also
this condition will be formalised in§ 6.2. On the other hand we can allow that other services are
requested or accepted after the actions of a boundable service are ended. For example, take the
following process:

R6 = (νa : 1→ 2 : 〈bool〉.end)(a[1](y1).y1!〈2, false〉;R′ | a[2](y2).y2?(1,x6);R
′′)

We observe that the processR6 reduces toR′ | R′′, without interacting with the context. If pro-
cessesR′, R′′ do not contain free channels (either channel variables or channels with roles) we
can assure progress, providedR′ | R′′ assures it. In factR6 reduces toR′ | R′′ from which the
computation can go on. On the other hand the process

R7 = (νa : 1→ 2 : 〈bool〉.end)(a[1](y1).y1!〈2, false〉;R′)

where participant 2 is missing andR′ does not contain free channels has trivially progress. More-
overR6 andR7 cannot cause deadlocks in any context, since they cannot participate to any inter-
action.

In R1, R2 andR3 both occurrences ofa andb satisfy the weakly nested condition, but onlya
satisfies the boundable service condition in these processes.

Note that the boundable service condition is more restrictive than the weakly nested condition,
and so an occurrence of a service name that satisfy the formercondition also satisfies the latter
one. We can then put the service names satisfying the boundable service condition in the setB
provided that they do not occur inR.

The weakly nested condition is not enough for service initiations on variables, as shown by
the process:

a[1](y1).y1?(2,x);x[1](z1).y1!〈2, false〉;0 | (νb : 1→ 2 :〈bool〉.end)(a[2](y2).y2!〈1,b〉;y2?(1,x′);0)

which reduces to the stuck process

(νs)(νb : 1→ 2 : 〈bool〉.end)(b[1](z1).s[1]!〈2, false〉;0 | s[2]?(1,x′);0 | s : �)

Therefore we require that all service initiations on variables satisfy the boundable service condi-
tion. Instead it is enough to ask that a free service name which is sent satisfies the weakly nested
condition.

6.2. Typing Rules

Since we need to build csrs by induction on user processes we will consider not only service
names but also channel variables. Moreover for runtime processes we need session names too in
csrs. For this reason we define the channel qualifier of a channel as either a channel variable or a
session name.
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Definition 6.1. Let c be a channel variable or a channel with role, itschannel qualifierℓ(c) is
given by:

ℓ(c) =

{
ℓ(c) = y if c= y ,

ℓ(c) = s if c= s[p].

Therefore we consider csrs over the set of all service names and all channel qualifiers, which we
call Λ (ranged over byλ ). We denote byλ ≺ λ ′ the elements of the Cartesian productΛ×Λ.
The meaning ofλ ≺ λ ′, roughly, is that an input action or a delegation on a channel(qualified
by) λ or bound by serviceλ can block a communication action on a channel (qualified by)λ ′ or
bound byλ ′.

An enriched csr is a loop free csr plus a set of service names and channel qualifiers which
include all the elements in the csr.

Definition 6.2. A enriched csrR is a subset ofΛ×Λ∪Λ such that:

1 the transitive closure ofR is acyclic (in particular it is irreflexive);
2 if λ ≺ λ ′ ∈ R, thenλ ∈ R andλ ′ ∈ R.

The progress property will be analysed, using the notions described above, via theinteraction
typing system, whose rules are given in Tables 9 and 10. The judgements are of the shape:

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

where:

- R is an enriched csr,
- N , B are sets of service names and
- Θ is a set ofassumptionsof the shapeX[y] ◮R ; N ; B (for recursive definitions) with

the variabley representing the channel parameter ofX.

The setsR, N , B have the following meanings:

- R (enriched csr) is the set representing the partial order between channels, session and ser-
vice names;

- N (weakly nested service set) is a set of services that satisfy the weakly nested condition in
all their occurrences;

- B (boundable service set) is a set of services that satisfy the boundable service condition in
some of their occurrences and the weakly nested condition inall their occurrences.

Note that we can allow service names to occur both inN and in B. The setB \N then
contains names of services that satisfy the boundable service condition in all their occurrences in
request/accept. Bounded service names must be forced to satisfy the boundable service condition,
so they must belong toB \N .

Note that in general there is a degree of freedom in the choiceof putting a service name in
R, in N or in B. For instance a service namea in a processP that satisfies the weakly nested
condition and does not give rise to a loop inR can be put either inR or in N or in R. In the
former case we have more freedom in composingP with other processes (provided this do not
generate loops), in the latter case we must ask that all occurrences of the same service name in the
composed process satisfy the weakly nested condition. Similarly a service name that satisfies the
boundable service condition can be put either inN or in B. While there is no harm in choosing
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dom(R)

B

N

Fig. 5. Relations betweenR, N andB.

to put a service name inB rather than inN (in both cases it cannot occur inR) that of leaving
it in R is a choice incompatible with the other two. We formalise this requirement by defining:

Definition 6.3. A judgementΘ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B is coherent if dom(R)∩ (N ∪B) = /0,
wheredom(R) = {λ | λ ∈ R}.

We call this conditioncoherence conditionand we graphically illustrate it in Figure 5. We
assume that the typing rules are applicable only ifthe judgements in the conclusions are coherent.

Note that the typing rules are applied following the structure of the analysed process. So,
for instance, actions involving channel variables are always typed before the bounding service
request/accept is typed. Channel variables will always be put in R, as well as session names.

Initiation. A service request/accept can be typed in different ways. We have three sets of rules for
typing it, {MCAST}-{MACC}, {MCASTN}-{MACCN}, {MCASTB}-{MACCB} (in each pair
one rule is for request and the other one for accept). A crucial point in typing a service initiation
is to choose if to use one of the first two rules or one of the other four rules. Since the typing
rules are structural this choice must be done without considering the final context in which the
process will occur, so essentially in a nondeterministic way. The coherence condition, via rules
{CONC}, {BRANCH} and{IF} for typing parallel and alternative compositions, will assure that
whichever choice is make for each service name it will be propagated consistently through the
context, if possible.

(1): {MCAST} and{MACC}. These rules correspond to the more liberal policy with respect to
the occurrences of the channely in P. The service namea replacesy in R. The addition ofa in
R is needed wheny does not occur inR. Obviously this rule is applicable only ifa does not
generate a loop inR and it does occur neither inN nor inB.

(2). {MCASTN} and{MACCN}. These rules can be applied only if the channely bound by the
request or accept ona is minimal inR, i.e. for noλ we haveλ ≺ y∈ R. To this aim we define
R \\y if y is minimal inR by:

R \\y= {λ1 ≺ λ2 | λ1 ≺ λ2 ∈ R ∧ λ1 6= y}∪{λ | λ ∈ R ∧ λ 6= y}

This formalises the weakly nested condition. The use of these rules forces us to remove the
channely from R.

(3) {MCASTB} and{MACCB}. In these rules we do not only ask thaty is minimal (by requiring
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Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{MCAST}
Θ ⊢ a[p](y).P ◮ R{a/y}∪{a} ; N ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{MACC}
Θ ⊢ a[p](y).P ◮ R{a/y}∪{a} ; N ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{MCASTN}
Θ ⊢ a[p](y).P ◮ R \\y; N ∪{a} ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{MACCN}
Θ ⊢ a[p](y).P ◮ R \\y; N ∪{a} ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B cf(R \\y)
{MCASTB}

Θ ⊢ u[p](y).P ◮ R \\y; N ; B∪{u}

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B cf(R \\y)
{MACCB}

Θ ⊢ u[p](y).P ◮ R \\y; N ; B∪{u}

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{SEND}
Θ ⊢ c!〈Π,e〉;P ◮ {ℓ(c)}∪R ; N ; B∪{e}

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{RCV}
Θ ⊢ c?(q,x);P ◮ pre(ℓ(c),R) ; N ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{DELEG}
Θ ⊢ c!〈〈p′,c′〉〉;P ◮ {ℓ(c),ℓ(c′),ℓ(c)≺ ℓ(c′)}∪R ; N ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B R ⊆ {ℓ(c), y, ℓ(c)≺ y}
{SREC}

Θ ⊢ c?((q,y));P ◮ {ℓ(c)} ; N ; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{SEL}
Θ ⊢ c⊕〈Π, l〉;P ◮ {ℓ(c)}∪R ; N ; B

Θ ⊢ Pi ◮ Ri ; Ni ; Bi ∀i ∈ I
{BRANCH}

Θ ⊢ c&(p,{li : Pi}i∈I ) ◮ pre(ℓ(c),
⋃

i∈I

Ri ) ;
⋃

i∈I

Ni ;
⋃

i∈I

Bi

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B Θ ⊢ Q ◮ R
′ ; N

′ ; B
′

{CONC}
Θ ⊢ P | Q ◮ R ∪R

′ ; N ∪N
′ ; B∪B

′

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B a 6∈ R ∪N

{NRES}
Θ ⊢ (νa : G)P ◮ R ; N ; B \a

{VAR}
Θ,X[y] ◮ R ; N ; B ⊢ X〈e,c〉 ◮ R{ℓ(c)/y} ; N ; B∪{e}

Θ,X[y] ◮ R ; N ; B ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B Θ,X[y] ◮ R ; N ; B ⊢ Q ◮ R
′ ; N

′ ; B
′

{DEF}
Θ ⊢ def X(x,y) = P in Q ◮ R

′ ; N
′ ; B

′

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B Θ ⊢ Q ◮ R
′ ; N

′ ; B
′

{IF}
Θ ⊢ if e then P else Q ◮ R ∪R

′ ; N ∪N
′ ; B∪B

′

{INACT}
Θ ⊢ 0 ◮ /0; /0; /0

Table 9.Interaction typing rules I.

that R \\y is defined), but also thaty is the only free channel inR. I.e. we require thatR \\y
is channel free(premisecf(R)) meaning that it does not contain channels. This formalisesthe
boundable service condition. Sinceu can be either a service name or a variable,u is added to the
boundable service setB only when it is a service name since we define:

B∪{e} =

{
B∪{a} if e= a is a service name

B otherwise.

The channely is removed fromR as in the case of the previous rules. We remark that, in general,
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{QINIT}
Θ ⊢ s : � ◮ /0; /0; /0

Θ ⊢ s : h ◮ R ; /0; B

{QADDVAL }
Θ ⊢ s : h· (q,Π,v) ◮ R ; /0; B∪{v}

Θ ⊢ s : h ◮ R ; /0; B

{QADDSESS}
Θ ⊢ s : h· (q,p,s′ [p′]) ◮ {s,s′,s≺ s′}∪R ; /0; B

Θ ⊢ s : h ◮ R ; /0; B

{QSEL}
Θ ⊢ s : h· (q,Π, l) ◮ R ; /0; B

Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

{SRES}
Θ ⊢ (νs)P ◮ R \s; N ; B

Table 10.Interaction typing rules II.

there is no harm in applying rules{MCASTB} and{MACCB} instead of{MCASTN}-{MACCN}

whenever possible.

Sending and Receiving.Rule{RCV} asserts that the input action can block all other actions in
P. This is obtained by prefixingR with the channel qualifier of the input action since we define:

pre(ℓ(c),R) = R∪{ℓ(c)}∪{ℓ(c)≺ λ | λ ∈ R ∧ ℓ(c) 6= λ}

Instead rule{SEND} simply addsℓ(c) to R to register the presence of a communication action
on ℓ(c) in P. In fact output is asynchronous, thus it can always be executed. If the sent value is a
service name, then it is added to the setB of names which could be restricted. This is essential
in order to force all its occurrences to satisfy the weakly nested condition and also to allow to
bind it in case all its occurrences satisfy the boundable service condition.

Delegation.Rule{DELEG} is similar to{SEND} but it asserts that a use ofℓ(c) must precede
a use ofℓ(c′): the relationℓ(c)≺ ℓ(c′) needs to be registered since an action blockingℓ(c) also
blocksℓ(c′). Rule{SREC} forbids to create a process where two different roles in the same ses-
sion are put in sequence. Following (Dezani-Ciancaglini etal., 2006; Yoshida and Vasconcelos,
2007) we call this phenomenon self-delegation. As an example consider the processes

P9 = b[1](z1).a[1](y1).y1!〈〈2,z1〉〉;0
P10= b[2](z2).a[2](y2).y2?((1,x));x?(2,w);z2!〈1, false〉;0

and note thatP9 | P10 reduces to(νs)(s[1]?(2,w);s[2]!〈1, false〉;0) which is stuck. The process
P9 | P10 is typable in the communication type system, butP10 is not typable in the interaction type
system, since by typingy2?((1,x));x?(2,w);z2!〈1, false〉;0 we gety2 ≺ z2 which is forbidden by
rule{SREC}.

We remark that rules{MCASTN}-{MACCN} are useful for typing delegation. An example is
processB of the three-buyer protocol, in which the typing of the subprocess

z2!〈{1},quote - contrib -99〉;z2!〈〈1,y2〉〉;z2&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0})

givesz2 ≺ y2. So by using rule{MCAST} we would get firstb≺ y2 and then the cycley2 ≺ b≺

y2. Instead using rule{MCASTN} for b we get in the final typing ofB either {a};{b}; /0 or
/0;{a,b}; /0 or /0;{b};{a} according to we use{MCAST} or {MCASTN} or {MCASTB} for a.
We will show in the following the typing derivation for the processB.
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Parallel and Conditional Composition.Rule{CONC} is the key to calculate the enriched csrs
of parallel processes. The resulting process can exhibit the behaviour of both its constituents
and then we take the union of all the sets of the composed processes. The coherence condition
assures that all names that have been chosen to be included inR1 do not occur inN2 or B2 and
vice-versa. Rule{IF} is similar, even if we could consider more permissive conditions, at the
price of having hereditarily finite sets of csrs. We cannot type, for example, the process:

P11 = a[1](y1).b[1](z1).c[1](t1).t1?(2,x); if x then y1?(2,x1);z1?(2,x′1);0 else z1?(2,x′2);y1?(2,x2);0

since the enriched csr of the conditional is{y1,z1,y1 ≺ z1,z1 ≺ y1}. Note that this process in
parallel with a process where requests ona andb are in parallel, like in the process

a[2](y2).y2!〈1, true〉;0 | b[2](z2).z2!〈1, false〉;0 | c[2](t2).t2!〈1,bv〉;0

with bv ∈ {true, false}, reduces with no deadlocks.

Branching and Selection.Rule{SEL} is similar to rule{SEND}, while rule{BRANCH} needs
to record the causality as a union of all setsR, N , B as in{CONC} and{IF} rules.

Other Rules for Pure Processes.Rule{NRES} checks thata is neither in the enriched csr nor in
the weakly nested service set, i.e.a can only occur in the boundable service set.

Rule {VAR} replacesℓ(c) to y in the enriched csr and records the expression when it is a
service name in the boundable service set (like{SEND}).

Rule{DEF} requires that:

- the typing of a term variable coincides with the typing of the process which will replace the
variable;

- the body of the definition is typable.

Rule{INACT} is standard.

Rules for Queues and Session Restriction.The first four rules can be understood by comparing
them to the rules{INACT}, {SEND}, {DELEG} and{SEL}, respectively. Rule{SRES} deletes
the session name from the enriched csr, where session names can only appear.

Three Buyer Protocol.As an example we consider again the processB of the three buyer proto-
col, which we report here for convenience:

B = a[2](y2).y2?(3,quote);y2?(1,contrib);
if (quote - contrib< 100) then y2⊕〈{1,3},ok〉;y2!〈{3},"Address"〉;y2?(3,date);0
else b[2](z2).z2!〈{1},quote - contrib -99〉;z2!〈〈1,y2〉〉;z2&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0}).

Table 11 shows in a schematic way the typing derivation forB by reporting the contents of the
setsR, N andB, and the applied rules. Note that choosing to apply rule{MCAST} at point (*)
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Process R N B Rule

z2&(1,{ok : 0, quit : 0}) {z2} /0 /0 {BRANCH}
z2!〈〈1,y2〉〉 {z2,y2,z2 ≺ y2} /0 /0 {DELEG}
z2!〈{1},quote - contrib -99〉 {z2,y2,z2 ≺ y2} /0 /0 {SEND}

b[2](z2) {y2} {b} /0 {MCASTN} (*)

y2?(3,date);0 {y2} /0 /0 {RCV}
y2!〈{3},"Address"〉 {y2} /0 /0 {SEND}
y2⊕〈{1,3},ok〉 {y2} /0 /0 {SEL}

if (. . .) {y2} {b} /0 {IF}

The two{RCV} do not change the sets
a[2](y2) {a} {b} /0 {MA CC}

or, alternatively
a[2](y2) /0 {a,b} /0 {MA CCN}

or, alternatively
a[2](y2) /0 {b} {a} {MA CCB}

Table 11.Typing of processB.

we get

Process R N B Rule

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b[2](z2); {b,y2,b≺ y2} /0 /0 {MCAST}

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
if (. . .) {b,y2,b≺ y2} /0 /0 {IF}

And at that point we cannot apply rule{RCV} (to add the input actiony2?(1,contrib)) since we
would getR = {b,y2,y2 ≺ b,b≺ y2} which contains a loop.

6.3. Progress Theorem

Definition 6.4. A closed user processP is initial if it is typable both in the communication and
in the interaction type systems.

The progress property is assured for all computations that are generated from initial processes.

Theorem 6.1 (Progress).All initial processes have the progress property.

The proof of this Theorem is the content of Appendices B and C.A main difficulty in this
proof is the possibility of having non terminating participants in parallel with stuck ones as dis-
cussed in§ 5.1.
In Appendix B we will show that the property of being well typed in the interaction type system
is preserved by reduction (Subject Reduction Theorem for the interaction type system, Theo-
rem B.2). Appendix C introduces a notion of “approximate” typed reduction, in which recursive
processes are frozen (i.e. they cannot be further reduced) after a finite number of steps. For ter-
minating well typed processes the proof of progress can be given in a rather simple (although
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non trivial) way exploiting Theorem B.2. Therefore we are able to show Theorem 6.1 by taking
advantage of approximate typed reductions.

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.1 we get that progressinside a single service is
assured by the communication typing rules in Section 4.

It is easy to verify that both three buyer protocols can be typed in the interaction type system
with {a};{b}; /0 and /0;{a,b}; /0 and /0;{b};{a} according to which typing rules we use for the
initiation actions on the service namea. Therefore we obtain:

Corollary 6.1. The three buyer protocols have the progress property.

7. Conclusions and Related Work

The programming framework presented in this paper relies onthe concept of global types that
can be seen as the language to describe the model of the distributed communications, i.e., an
abstract high-level view of the protocol that all the participants will have to respect in order to
communicate in a multiparty communication. The programmerwill then write the program to
implement this communication protocol; our communicationand interaction type systems check
the correctness and the progress of the program.

We are currently designing and implementing a modelling andspecification language with
multiparty session types (Savara, 2010; Scribble, 2008) for the standards of business and finan-
cial protocols with our industry collaborators (UNIFI, 2002; OOI, 2010). This consists of three
layers: the first layer is a global type which corresponds to asignature of class models in UML;
the second one is for conversation models where signatures and variables for multiple conver-
sations are integrated; and the third layer includes extensions of the existing languages (such as
Java (Hu et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2010)) which implement conversation models. We are currently
considering to enrich this modelling framework with our type discipline so that we can specify
and ensure progress for executable conversations.

To overcome the non determinism of the interaction type system we are working towards a
syntax directed deterministic inference procedure to check typability in this system. This in-
ference procedure, formalised in natural semantics, can also be seen as a fully compositional
version of the interaction type system. A (periodically update) draft of this work can be found at
http://www.di.unito.it/~dezani/papers/cdy11.pdf.

We plan to apply our approach to the multirole calculus of (Deniélou and Yoshida, 2011),
where roles are inhabited by an arbitrary number of participants which can dynamically join and
leave. We conjecture that for the multirole calculus catalysers could be avoided, since sessions
are not stuck when there are no participants in some role.

Multiparty sessions The first papers on multiparty session types are (Bonelli andCompagnoni,
2008) and (Honda et al., 2008). The work (Bonelli and Compagnoni, 2008) uses a distributed cal-
culus where each channel connects a master end-point and oneor more slave endpoints; instead
of global types, they solely use (recursion-free) local types. In type checking, local types are
projected to binary sessions, so that type safety is ensuredusing duality, but it loses sequencing
information: hence progress in a session interleaved with other sessions is not guaranteed.
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The present calculus is an essential improvement from (Honda et al., 2008); both processes
and types in (Honda et al., 2008) share a vector of channels and each communication uses one of
these channels, while our processes and global types are simpler and user-friendly without these
channels. The global types in (Honda et al., 2008) have a parallel composition operator, but its
projectability from global to local types limits to disjoint senders and receivers; hence it does not
increase expressivity.

Our calculus is more liberal than the calculus of (Honda et al., 2008) in the use of declarations.
For example

P1 = a[2](y1).b[2](y2).def X(x,y) = P in y1?(2,x1);X〈x1,y1〉 | y2?(2,x2);X〈x2,y2〉

in parallel with

P2 = a[2](z1).b[2](z2).z1!〈1, true〉;0 | z2!〈1, false〉;0

reduces to

(νs)(νs′)(def X(x,y) = P in P{true/x}{s/y} | P{false/x}{s′/y} | s : � | s′ : �)

while the process in the calculus of (Honda et al., 2008) whose translation isP1 | P2 cannot be
typed, since the channel variable must be the same in the definition and in the call. Similarly
the delegation in (Honda et al., 2008) requires that the samechannel is sent and received: this
restriction is important for subject reduction as pointed out in (Yoshida and Vasconcelos, 2007).
The present calculus solves this issue by having channels with roles, as in (Gay and Hole, 2005)
(see the example at page 27). The condition on channel names for delegation of (Honda et al.,
2008) implies also that the original calculus has stuck processes whose translations in the present
calculus are reducible. These translations are typable in both our type systems.

Different approaches to the description of service-oriented multiparty communications are
taken in (Bravetti and Zavattaro, 2007; Bruni et al., 2008).In (Bravetti and Zavattaro, 2007),
the global and local views of protocols are described in two different calculi and the agreement
between these views becomes a bisimulation between processes; (Bruni et al., 2008) proposes
a distributed calculus which provides communications either inside sessions or inside locations,
modelling merging running sessions. The type-safety and progress in interleaved sessions are
left as an open problem in (Bruni et al., 2008). A framework based on F# for cryptographically
protecting multiparty session execution from both external attackers and malicious principals is
studied in (Bhargavan et al., 2009). Their work does not consider features such as delegation or
progress in the interleaved multiparty sessions.

Progress The majority of papers on service-oriented calculi only assure that clients are never
stuck inside asinglesession (Honda et al., 2008; Dezani-Ciancaglini and de’ Liguoro, 2010;
Deniélou and Yoshida, 2011). We refer to (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) for detailed dis-
cussions, including comparisons between the session-based and the traditional behavioural type
systems of mobile processes, e.g. (Yoshida, 1996; Kobayashi, 2006; Kobayashi, 2002). We only
say here that our definition of progress property in the presence of non termination as well as
the channel/service relation in the interaction type system are inspired by deadlock-free typing
systems (Kobayashi, 2006; Yoshida, 1996; Kobayashi, 2002).
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The first papers considering progress for interleaved dyadic sessions required the nesting of
sessions in Java (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2006; Coppo etal., 2007).

The main obstacle to assure progress for the calculus CaSPiS(Calculus of Sessions and
Pipelines) (Boreale et al., 2008) is the presence of pipes, since sessions are nested and there
is no delegation. For this calculus both (Bruni and Mezzina,2008) and (Acciai and Boreale,
2008) propose type systems guaranteeing deadlock freeness: the types in (Acciai and Boreale,
2008) are CCS-like terms and a large set of processes turns out to be typable.

Some ideas for assuring deadlock freeness for the calculus SSCC (Stream-based Service Cen-
tred Calculus) are discussed in (Lanese et al., 2007). The problem is to avoid a service waiting
for a value from a stream, which can be produced only after theservice execution has been
completed.

(Caires and Vieira, 2010) proposes a sophisticated proof system which builds a well-founded
ordering on events (similar to the line of (Yoshida, 1996)) to enforce progress for processes
of the Conversation Calculus (Vieira et al., 2008), also in presence of dynamic join and leave
of participants. Their progress is guaranteed under the assumption that all communications are
matched with sufficient joiners.

Formal theories of contracts using multiparty interactionstructures are studied in (Castagna
and Padovani, 2009). Contracts record the overall behaviour of a process, and typable processes
themselves may not always satisfy the properties of sessiontypes such as progress: it is proved
later by checking whether a whole contract satisfies a certain form. Proving properties with con-
tracts requires an exploration of all possible interleavedor non-deterministic paths of a protocol.

The papers more related to the present one are (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) and (Carbone
and Debois, 2010). In both these papers there are constructions of processes providing missing
participants, which are simpler than our catalysers since the sessions are client/server.

The definition of progress in (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) is the same as that in (Bettini
et al., 2008), so the present paper strongly improves on thispoint, as explained in§ 5.1. The
calculus of (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) has synchronous communications, a reduction rule
for delegation which spawns a new thread with the received channel, and permanent services.
Progress is assured by a type system based on a channel/service relation similar to the present
one, but which does not consider nested service sets. Therefore the set of processes typable in
(Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) is strictly included in the set of processes typable by both the
communication and the interaction systems, also when restricting to binary sessions. For example
the processR1 | R2 shown at page 22 is not typable in the system of (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al.,
2008).

In (Carbone and Debois, 2010) like in (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2008) communication is syn-
chronous, there are no recursive definitions of processes, and services can be replicated. Services
must be mutually independent. Thanks to these restrictionsall closed user processes typable in
a (almost standard) session type system enjoy progress according to a definition similar to ours.
The proof uses an interesting graphical representation of session invocation interdependency.
This methodology allows to assure the progress for the processP11 shown at page 28, which
cannot be typed in the interaction type system. On the other hand the processP1 | P′

2 of page 17
does not satisfy the requirement of mutual independence between services, which is enforced by
the type system of (Carbone and Debois, 2010).
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Lastly we mention the paper (Buscemi et al., 2011), where progress is assured by taking ad-
vantage of constraints, whose solutions correspond to the executions of logic programs.
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Appendix A. Proofs of the Properties of the Communication Type System

We start with inversion lemmas which can be easily shown by induction on derivations.

Lemma A.1 (Inversion Lemma for Pure Processes).

1 If Γ ⊢ u : S, thenu : S∈ Γ.
2 If Γ ⊢ true : S, thenS= bool.
3 If Γ ⊢ false : S, thenS= bool.
4 If Γ ⊢ e1 and e2 : S, thenΓ ⊢ e1 : bool andΓ ⊢ e2 : bool andS= bool.
5 If Γ ⊢ a[p](y).P⊲∆, thenΓ ⊢ a : 〈G〉 andΓ ⊢ P⊲∆,y : G ↾ p and mp(G)≤ p.
6 If Γ ⊢ a[p](y).P⊲∆, thenΓ ⊢ a : 〈G〉 andΓ ⊢ P⊲∆,y : G ↾ p.
7 If Γ ⊢ c!〈Π,e〉;P⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′,c : !〈Π,S〉;T andΓ ⊢ e : SandΓ ⊢ P⊲∆′,c : T.
8 If Γ ⊢ c?(q,x);P⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′,c :?(q,S);T andΓ,x : S⊢ P⊲∆′,c : T.
9 If Γ ⊢ c!〈〈p,c′〉〉;P⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′,c : !〈p,T ′〉;T,c′ : T ′ and

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆′,c : T.
10 If Γ ⊢ c?((q,y));P⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′,c :?(q,T ′);T andΓ ⊢ P⊲∆′,c : T,y : T ′.
11 If Γ ⊢ c⊕〈Π, l j〉;P⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′,c : ⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉 andΓ ⊢ P⊲∆′,c : Tj and j ∈ I .
12 If Γ ⊢ c&(p,{l i : Pi}i∈I )⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′,c : &(p,{l i : Ti}i∈I ) andΓ ⊢ Pi ⊲∆′,c : Ti ∀i ∈ I .
13 If Γ⊢P | Q⊲∆, then∆= ∆′∪∆′′ andΓ⊢P⊲∆′ andΓ⊢Q⊲∆′′ wheredom(∆′)∩dom(∆′′) = /0.
14 If Γ ⊢ if e then P else Q⊲∆, thenΓ ⊢ e : bool andΓ ⊢ P⊲∆ andΓ ⊢ Q⊲∆.
15 If Γ ⊢ 0⊲∆, then∆ end only.
16 If Γ ⊢ (νa : G)P⊲∆, thenΓ,a : 〈G〉 ⊢ P⊲∆.
17 If Γ ⊢ X〈e,c〉⊲∆, thenΓ = Γ′,X : S T and∆ = ∆′,c : T andΓ ⊢ e : Sand∆′ end only.
18 If Γ ⊢ def X(x,y) = P in Q⊲∆, thenΓ,X : St,x : S⊢ P⊲ {y : T} andΓ,X : Sµ t.T ⊢ Q⊲∆.

Lemma A.2 (Inversion Lemma for Processes).

1 If Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ andP is a pure process, thenΣ = /0 andΓ ⊢ P⊲∆.
2 If Γ ⊢Σ s : h⊲∆, thenΣ = {s}.
3 If Γ ⊢{s} s : �⊲∆, then∆ = end only.
4 If Γ ⊢{s} s : h · (q,Π,v)⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′;{s[q] : !̂〈Π,S〉} andΓ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′ andΓ ⊢ v : S.
5 If Γ ⊢{s} s : h · (q,p,s′[p′]) ⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′;{s[q] : !̂〈p,T ′〉} andΓ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′ ands′[p′] :

T ′ ∈ ∆′.
6 If Γ ⊢{s} s : h · (q,Π, l)⊲∆, then∆ = ∆′;{s[q] : ⊕〈Π, l〉} andΓ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′.
7 If Γ ⊢Σ P | Q⊲∆, thenΣ = Σ1∪Σ2 and∆ = ∆1 ∗∆2 andΓ ⊢Σ1 P⊲∆1 andΓ ⊢Σ2 Q⊲∆2.
8 If Γ ⊢Σ (νs)P⊲∆, thenΣ = Σ′ \ sand∆ = ∆′ \ sandco(∆′,s) andΓ ⊢Σ′ P⊲∆′.
9 If Γ ⊢Σ (νa : G)P⊲∆, thenΓ,a : 〈G〉 ⊢Σ P⊲∆.
10 If Γ ⊢Σ def X(x,y) = P in Q⊲∆, thenΓ,X : St,x : S⊢ P⊲ y : T andΓ,X : Sµ t.T ⊢Σ Q⊲∆.

The following lemma allows to characterise the types due to the messages which occur as
heads of queues. The proof is standard by induction on the length of the queue.

Lemma A.3.

1 If Γ ⊢{s} s : (q,Π,v) ·h⊲∆, then∆ = {s[q] : !̂〈Π,S〉} ∗∆′ andΓ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′ andΓ ⊢ v : S.
2 If Γ ⊢{s} s : (q,p,s′[p′]) ·h⊲∆, then∆ = {s[q] : !̂〈p,T ′〉} ∗∆′ andΓ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′ ands′[p′] :

T ′ ∈ ∆.
3 If Γ ⊢{s} s : (q,Π, l) ·h⊲∆, then∆ = {s[q] : ⊕〈Π, l〉} ∗∆′ andΓ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′.
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Theorem A.1 (Type Preservation under Equivalence).If Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ andP ≡ P′, thenΓ ⊢Σ
P′ ⊲∆.

Proof. By induction on≡. We only consider some interesting cases (the other cases are
straightforward).

— P | 0≡ P. First we assumeΓ ⊢Σ P⊲∆. FromΓ ⊢ /0 0⊲ /0 by applying⌊GPAR⌋ to these two
sequents we obtainΓ ⊢Σ P|0⊲∆.
For the converse direction assumeΓ ⊢Σ P|0⊲∆. Using A.2(7) we obtain:Γ ⊢Σ1 P⊲∆1, Γ ⊢Σ2

0⊲∆2, where∆ = ∆1 ∗∆2, Σ = Σ1∪Σ2 andΣ1∩Σ2 = /0. Using A.2(1) we getΣ2 = /0, which
impliesΣ =Σ1, andΓ⊢ 0⊲∆2. Using A.1(15) we get∆2 end only which implies∆1 ≈∆1∗∆2,
so we concludeΓ ⊢Σ P⊲∆1∗∆2 by applying⌊EQUIV⌋.

— P | Q≡Q | P. By the symmetry of the rule we have to show only one direction. SupposeΓ⊢Σ
P | Q⊲∆. Using A.2(7) we obtainΓ ⊢Σ1 P⊲∆1, Γ ⊢Σ2 Q⊲∆2, where∆ = ∆1∗∆2, Σ = Σ1∪Σ2

andΣ1∩Σ2 = /0. Using⌊GPAR⌋ we getΓ ⊢Σ Q | P⊲∆2∗∆1. Thanks to the commutativity of
∗, we get∆2∗∆1 = ∆ and so we are done.

— P | (Q | R)≡ (P | Q) | R. SupposeΓ ⊢Σ P | (Q | R)⊲∆. Using A.2(7) we obtainΓ ⊢Σ1 P⊲∆1,
Γ ⊢Σ2 Q | R⊲∆2, where∆ = ∆1 ∗∆2, Σ = Σ1∪Σ2 andΣ1∩Σ2 = /0. Using A.2(7) we obtain
Γ ⊢Σ21 Q⊲∆21, Γ ⊢Σ22 R⊲∆22 where∆2 = ∆21∗∆22, Σ2 = Σ21∪Σ22 andΣ21∩Σ22= /0. Using
⌊GPAR⌋ we getΓ ⊢Σ1∪Σ21 P | Q⊲∆1 ∗∆21. Using⌊GPAR⌋ again we getΓ ⊢Σ (P | Q) | R⊲

∆1 ∗∆21∗∆22 and so we are done by the associativity of∗. The proof for the other direction
is similar.

Lemma A.4 (Substitution lemma).

1 If Γ,x : S⊢ P⊲∆ andΓ ⊢ v : S, thenΓ ⊢ P{v/x} ⊲∆.
2 If Γ ⊢ P⊲∆,y : T, thenΓ ⊢ P{s[p]/y} ⊲∆,s[p] : T.

Proof. Standard induction on the type derivation, with a case analysis on the last applied rule.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Type Preservation)If Γ ⊢Σ P⊲∆ and∆ is consistent andP−→∗ P′,
thenΓ ⊢Σ P′ ⊲∆′ for some consistent∆′ such that∆ ⇒∗ ∆′. Moreover∆ closed implies∆′ closed.

By induction on a derivation ofP−→∗ P′, with a case analysis on the final rule (using Theo-
rem A.1 for the structural equivalence). We only consider some paradigmatic cases.

— [Link] a[1](y1).P1 | ... | a[n](yn).Pn −→ (νs)(P1{s[1]/y1} | ... | Pn{s[n]/yn} | s : �).
By hypothesisΓ ⊢Σ a[1](y1).P1 | a[2](y2).P2 | . . . | a[n](yn).Pn ⊲∆; then, since the redex is a
pure process,Σ = /0 andΓ ⊢ a[1](y1).P1 | a[2](y2).P2 | . . . | a[n](yn).Pn⊲∆ by Lemma A.2(1).
Using Lemma A.1(13) on all the processes in parallel we have

Γ ⊢ a[i](yi).Pi ⊲∆i (1≤ i ≤ n−1) (1)

Γ ⊢ a[n](yn).Pn⊲∆n (2)
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where∆ =
⋃n

i=1 ∆i . Using Lemma A.1(6) on (1) we have

Γ ⊢ a : 〈G〉

Γ ⊢ Pi ⊲∆i,yi : G ↾ i (1≤ i ≤ n−1). (3)

Using Lemma A.1(5) on (2) we have

Γ ⊢ a : 〈G〉

Γ ⊢ Pn⊲∆n,yn : G ↾ n (4)

and mp(G)≤ n. Using Lemma A.4(2) on (4) and (3) we have

Γ ⊢ Pi{s[i]/yi} ⊲∆i,s[i] : G ↾ i (1≤ i ≤ n). (5)

Using⌊CONC⌋ on all the processes of (5) we have

Γ ⊢ P1{s[1]/y1}|...|Pn{s[n]/yn} ⊲
n⋃

i=1

(∆i ,s[i] : G ↾ i). (6)

Note that
⋃n

i=1(∆i ,s[i] : G ↾ i) = ∆,s[1] : G ↾ 1, . . . ,s[n] : G ↾ n. Using⌊GINIT⌋, ⌊QINIT⌋ and
⌊GPAR⌋ on (6) we derive

Γ ⊢{s} P1{s[1]/y1}|...|Pn{s[n]/yn} | s : �⊲∆,s[1] : G ↾ 1, . . . ,s[n] : G ↾ n. (7)

Using⌊QSCOPE⌋ on (7) we conclude

Γ ⊢ /0 (νs)(P1{s[1]/y1}|...|Pn{s[n]/yn} | s : �)⊲∆

since{s[1] : G ↾ 1, . . . ,s[n] : G ↾ n} is consistent and(∆,s[1] : G ↾ 1, . . . ,s[n] : G ↾ n)\ s= ∆.

— [Send]s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P | s : h−→ P | s : h · (p,Π,v) (e↓ v).
By hypothesis,Γ ⊢Σ s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P | s : h⊲ ∆. Using Lemma A.2(7), (1), and (2) we have
Σ = {s} and

Γ ⊢ s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P⊲∆1 (8)

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆2 (9)

where∆ = ∆2∗∆1. Using A.1(7) on (8) we have

∆1 = ∆′
1,s[p] : !〈Π,S〉;T

Γ ⊢ e : S (10)

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆′
1,s[p] : T. (11)

From (10) by subject reduction on expressions we have

Γ ⊢ v : S. (12)

Using⌊QSEND⌋ on (9) and (12) we derive

Γ ⊢{s} s : h · (q,Π,v)⊲∆2;{s[p] : !̂〈Π,S〉}. (13)

Using⌊GINIT⌋ on (11) we derive

Γ ⊢ /0 P⊲∆′
1,s[p] : T (14)
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and then using⌊GPAR⌋ on (14), (13) we conclude

Γ ⊢{s} P | s : h · (q,Π,v)⊲ (∆2;{s[p] : !̂〈Π,S〉})∗ (∆′
1,s[p] : T).

Note that(∆2;{s[p] : !〈Π,S〉})∗ (∆′
1,s[p] : T) ⇒ ∆2∗ (∆′

1,s[p] : !̂〈Π,S〉;T).

— [Recv]s[p]?(q,x);P | s : (q,{p},v) ·h−→ P{v/x} | s : h.
By hypothesis,Γ ⊢Σ s[p]?(q,x);P | s : (q,{p},v) ·h⊲∆. By Lemma A.2(7), (1), and (2) we
haveΣ = {s} and

Γ ⊢ s[p]?(q,x);P⊲∆1 (15)

Γ ⊢{s} s : (q,{p},v) ·h⊲∆2 (16)

where∆ = ∆2∗∆1. Using Lemma A.1(8) on (15) we have

∆1 = ∆′
1,s[p] :?(q,S);T

Γ,x : S⊢ P⊲∆′
1,s[p] : T (17)

Using Lemma A.3(1) on (16) we have

∆2 = {s[q] : !̂〈{p},S′〉} ∗∆′
2

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′
2 (18)

Γ ⊢ v : S′. (19)

The consistency of∆ implies S= S′. Using Lemma A.4(1) from (17) and (19) we getΓ ⊢

P{v/x} ⊲∆′
1,s[p] : T, which implies by rule⌊GINIT⌋

Γ ⊢ /0 P{v/x} ⊲∆′
1,s[p] : T. (20)

Using rule⌊GPAR⌋ on (20) and (18) we conclude

Γ ⊢{s} P{v/x} | s : h⊲∆′
2∗ (∆

′
1,s[p] : T).

Note that({s[q] : !̂〈{p},S〉} ∗∆′
2)∗ (∆′

1,s[p] :?(q,S);T) ⇒ ∆′
2∗ (∆′

1,s[p] : T).

— [Label] s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h−→ P | s : h · (p,Π, l).
By hypothesis,Γ ⊢Σ s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h⊲∆. Using Lemma A.2(7), (1), and (2) we have
Σ = {s} and

Γ ⊢ s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P⊲∆1 (21)

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆2 (22)

where∆ = ∆2∗∆1. Using Lemma A.1(11) on (21) we have forl = l j ( j ∈ I):

∆1 = ∆′
1,s[p] : ⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉

Γ ⊢ P⊲∆′
1,Tj . (23)

Using rule⌊QSEL⌋ on (22) we derive

Γ ⊢{s} s : h · (p,Π, l)⊲∆2;{s[p] : ⊕〈Π, l〉}. (24)

Using⌊GPAR⌋ on (23) and (24) we conclude

Γ ⊢{s} P | s : h · (p,Π, l)⊲ (∆2;{s[p] : ⊕〈Π, l〉})∗ (∆′
1,s[p] : Tj).
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Note that∆2∗ (∆′
1,s[p] : ⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉) ⇒ (∆2;{s[p] : ⊕〈Π, l〉})∗ (∆′

1,s[p] : Tj).

— [Branch]s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I ) | s : (q,{p}, l j) ·h−→ Pj | s : h.
By hypothesis,Γ ⊢Σ s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I ) | s : (q,{p}, l j) · h⊲∆. Using Lemma A.2(7), (1),
and (2) we haveΣ = {s} and

Γ ⊢ s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I )⊲∆1 (25)

Γ ⊢{s} s : (q,{p}, l j) ·h⊲∆2 (26)

where∆ = ∆2∗∆1. Using Lemma A.1(12) on (25) we have

∆1 = ∆′
1,s[p] : &(q,{l i : Ti}i∈I )

Γ ⊢ Pi ⊲∆′
1,s[p] : Ti ∀i ∈ I . (27)

Using Lemma A.3(3) on (26) we have

∆2 = {s[q] : ⊕({p}, l i0)} ∗∆′
2

Γ ⊢{s} s : h⊲∆′
2. (28)

Using⌊GPAR⌋ on (27) and (28) we conclude

Γ ⊢{s} Pj | s : h⊲∆′
2∗ (∆

′
1,s[p] : Tj).

Note that forj ∈ I

({s[q] : ⊕({p}, l i0)} ∗∆′
2)∗ (∆′

1,s[p] : &(q,{l i : Ti}i∈I )) ⇒ ∆′
2 ∗ (∆′

1,s[p] : Tj).

�

Appendix B. Subject Reduction for the Interaction Type System

The structure of this appendix is standard, but for the first easy lemma on typing for queues.

Lemma B.1. If Θ ⊢ s : h ·m ◮ R ; /0 ; B, thenΘ ⊢ s : m·h ◮ R ; /0 ; B.

Proof.
By induction onh.

Lemma B.2 (Substitution Lemma). Let P be well typed in the communication type system and
Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B.

1 Let v 6∈ R. ThenΘ ⊢ P{v/x} ◮ R ; N ; B′, whereB′ = B∪{v} if x ∈ P andB′ = B

otherwise;
2 Lets 6∈ R. ThenΘ ⊢ P{s[p]/y} ◮ R{s/y} ; N ; B.

Proof. By induction onΘ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B.

1 The only interesting case is whenv is a service namea. The proof is by structural induction on
P. LetP≡ x[p](y).P′ orP≡ x[p](y).P′ and the last applied rule be{MCASTB} or{MACCB},
respectively. Let us considerP≡ x[n](y).P′ (the other case is similar). From{MCASTB} we
have thatΘ ⊢ P′ ◮ R ′ ; N ; B such thatcf(R ′ \\y) andR = R ′ \\y. Now, P{a/x} =

a[p](y).P′{a/x}. By structural inductionΘ ⊢ P′{a/x} ◮ R ′ ; N ; B′ whereB′ =B∪{a}
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if x∈ P′ andB′ =B otherwise. Since, by hypothesis,cf(R ′ \\y), we can apply{MCASTB},
obtainingΘ ⊢ a[p](y).P′ ◮ R ; N ; B ∪ {a}. Note that this judgements is well formed
since by hypothesisa 6∈ R.

2 The proof is standard using the definition ofℓ(c).

Theorem B.1 (Type Preservation under Equivalence).If P is well typed in the communication
type system andΘ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B andP≡ P′, thenΘ ⊢ P′ ◮ R ; N ; B.

Proof. Standard induction on≡.

Theorem B.2 (Type Preservation under Reduction).If P is well typed in the communication
type system andΘ ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B andP −→∗ P′, thenΘ ⊢ P′ ◮ R ′ ; N ′ ; B′ for some
R ′ ⊆ R, N ′ ⊆ N andB′ ⊆ B.

Proof. By induction on−→ and by cases on the last applied rule.

— [Link] By hypothesis

Θ ⊢ a[1](y1).P1 | . . . | a[n−1](yn−1).Pn−1 | a[n](yn).Pn ◮ R ; N ; B.

This judgement is obtained by applying rule{CONC} to the subprocessesa[1](y1).P1, . . . ,a[n−
1](yn−1).Pn−1, a[n](yn).Pn. Then we have:

– Θ ⊢ a[1](y1).P1 ◮ R1 ; N1 ; B1

– . . .

– Θ ⊢ a[n−1](yn−1).Pn−1 ◮ Rn−1 ; Nn−1 ; Bn−1

– Θ ⊢ a[n](yn).Pn ◮ Rn ; Nn ; Bn

whereR =
⋃

1≤i≤nRi andN =
⋃

1≤i≤nNi andB =
⋃

1≤i≤nBi . The coherence condition
(see Definition 6.3) implies that the rules{MCAST}, {MACC} cannot be used for the same
session name with the rules{MCASTN}, {MACCN}, {MCASTB}, {MACCB}.
We consider the case in whichPn has been typed with rule{MCASTN} or {MCASTB} and
eachPi (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) with {MACCN} or {MACCB}, the other case being similar and
simpler.
For eachi (1≤ i ≤ n) we must haveΘ ⊢Pi ◮ R ′

i ; N ′
i ; B′

i such thatRi =R ′
i \\yi, N ′

i ⊆Ni ,
B′

i ⊆ Bi (yi is minimal inR ′
i ). By constructions is fresh and so by Lemma B.2(2) we have

Θ ⊢ Pi{s[i]/yi} ◮ R
′
i{s/yi} ; N

′
i ; B

′
i .

By using{CONC} (and{QINIT}) we derive

Θ ⊢ P1{s[1]/y1}|...|Pn{s[n]/yn}|s : � ◮ R
′ ; N

′ ; B
′

whereR ′ =
⋃

1≤i≤n R ′
i{s/yi}, N ′ =

⋃
1≤i≤nN ′

i andB′ =
⋃

1≤i≤nB′
i . Note that this judge-

ment is well formed sinces is minimal inR ′ andR ′∩ (N ′∪B′) = /0.
By using{SRES} we conclude

Θ ⊢ (νs)(P1{s[1]/y1}|...|Pn{s[n]/yn}|s : �) ◮ R
′ \ s; N

′ ; B
′

Finally it is easy to see thatR ′ \ s= R (by the minimality of theyi in R ′
i and ofs in R ′),

N ′ ⊆ N andB′ ⊆ B.
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— [Send] By hypothesis,Θ ⊢ s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P | s : h ◮ R ; N ; B, which is obtained by applying
rule{CONC}. Thus, we get

Θ ⊢ s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P ◮ R1 ; N ; B1 Θ ⊢ s : h ◮ R2 ; /0 ; B2

whereR =R1∪R2 andB=B1∪B2. The first judgement can only be obtained by{SEND},
i.e., Θ ⊢ P ◮ R ′

1 ; N ; B′
1 such thatR1 = {s}∪R ′

1 andB1 = B′
1∪{e}. By using rules

{QADDVAL } and{CONC} we conclude

Θ ⊢ P | s : h · (p,Π,v) ◮ R
′
1∪R2 ; N ; B

′
1∪ (B2∪{v}).

wheree ↓ v. Now note thatR ′
1 ∪R2 ⊆ R andB′

1 ∪ (B2∪{v}) = B, sincee ↓ v implies
B′

1∪{e}= B′
1∪{v} by definition of∪ .

— [Deleg] By reasoning as in the previous case, we get

Θ ⊢ s[p]!〈〈q,s′[p′]〉〉;P ◮ R1 ; N ; B1 Θ ⊢ s : h ◮ R2 ; /0 ; B2

whereR = R1 ∪R2 andB = B1 ∪B2. By inverting rule{DELEG} we obtainΘ ⊢ P ◮

R ′
1 ; N ; B1 whereR1 = {s,s′,s≺ s′}∪R ′

1. By using rules{QADDSESS} and{CONC} we
conclude

Θ ⊢ P | s : h · (q,p,s′[p′]) ◮ R
′
1∪{s,s′,s≺ s′}∪R2 ; N ; B1∪B2.

— [Label] Similar to [Send] but simpler (using rule{QSEL} instead of{QADDVAL }).

— [Recv] By hypothesis,Θ ⊢ s[p]?(q,x);P | s : (q,{p},v) ·h ◮ R ; N ; B. By reasoning as in
the case of rule [Send], we get

Θ ⊢ s[p]?(q,x);P ◮ R1 ; N ; B1 Θ ⊢ s : (q,{p},v) ·h ◮ R2 ; /0 ; B2

whereR = R1 ∪R2 andB = B1 ∪B2. By inverting rule{RECV} we obtainΘ ⊢ P ◮

R ′
1 ; N ; B1, whereR1 = pre(s,R ′

1). By Lemma B.2(1) we obtainΘ ⊢P{v/x} ◮ R ′
1 ; N ; B′

1,
whereB′

1 ⊆ B1∪{v}. Moreover we haveΘ ⊢ s : h ◮ R2 ; /0 ; B′
2 whereB2 = B′

2∪{v}.
Applying {CONC} we conclude

Θ ⊢ P{v/x} | s : h ◮ R
′
1∪R2 ; N ; B

′
1∪B

′
2.

Note thatR ′
1∪R2 ⊆ R1∪R2 andB′

1∪B′
2 ⊆ B.

— [Srec] By hypothesis,Θ ⊢ s[p]?((q,y));P | s : (q,p,s′[p′]) ·h ◮ R ; N ; B. As before we
get

Θ ⊢ s[p]?((q,y));P ◮ {s} ; N ; B1 Θ ⊢ s : (q,p,s′[p′]) ·h ◮ R2 ; /0 ; B2

whereR = {s}∪R2 andB=B1∪B2. Inverting rule{SREC}) we haveΘ ⊢P ◮ R ′
1 ; N ; B1

whereR ′
1 ⊆ {s, y, s≺ y}. Moreover, by inverting rule{QADDSESS} and by Lemma B.1 we

have thatΘ ⊢ s : h ◮ R ′
2 ; /0 ; B2 such thatR2 = {s,s′,s≺ s′}∪R ′

2. By Lemma B.2(2), we
haveΘ ⊢ P{s′[p′]/y} ◮ R ′′

1 ; N ; B1 whereR ′′
1 ⊆ {s, s′, s≺ s′}. By applying rule{CONC}

we conclude

Θ ⊢ P{s′[p′]/y} | s : h ◮ R
′′
1 ∪R

′
2 ; N ; B1∪B2.
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Lastly it is easy to see that this statement is well formed andthatR ′′
1 ∪R ′

2 ⊆ R.

— [Branch] By hypothesis,Θ ⊢ s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I ) | s : (q,Π, l j ) ·h ◮ R ; N ; B. By invert-
ing the rules we have

– Θ ⊢ Pi ◮ Ri ; Ni ; Bi ∀i ∈ I

– Θ ⊢ s : (q,{p}, l j) ·h ◮ R ′ ; /0 ; B′

– R = pre(s,
⋃

i∈I Ri)∪R ′, N =
⋃

i∈I Ni , B =
⋃

i∈I Bi ∪B′.

By inverting rule{QSEL} and by Lemma B.1 we get

Θ ⊢ s : h ◮ R
′ ; /0 ; B

′.

By applying rule{CONC} to the reduced process we conclude

Θ ⊢ Pj | s : h ◮ R j ∪R
′ ; N j ; B j ∪B

′

which implies the result.

— [If-T], [If-F] Straightforward.

— [Def] Let’s assumeΘ ⊢ def X(x,y) = P in (X〈e,s[p]〉 | Q) ◮ R ; N ; B. By inspecting the
inference rule, as before, we must have:

1 Θ′ ⊢ P ◮ R ′ ; N ′ ; B′;

2 Θ′ ⊢ X〈e,s[p]〉 ◮ R ′{s/y} ; N ′ ; B′∪{e};

3 Θ′ ⊢ Q ◮ R ′′ ; N ′′ ; B′′;

whereΘ′ = Θ,X[y] ◮ R ′ ; N ′ ; B′ andR = R ′{s/y}∪R ′′ andN = N ′∪N ′′ andB =

B′∪{e}∪B′′.

Note that by rule⌊DEF⌋ y is the only free channel which can occurP and thens 6∈ R ′. Let
e↓ v. By Lemma B.2(1) and (2) we haveΘ′ ⊢ P{v/x}{s[p]/y} ◮ R ′{s/y} ; N ′ ; B′′′ with
B′′′ ⊆ B′∪{v}.
By rule {CONC} we deriveΘ′ ⊢ (P{v/x}{s[p]/y} | Q) ◮ R ; N ; B′′ ∪B′′′. Sincee↓ v
implies B′∪{e} = B′∪{v} by definition of ∪ , thenB′′ ∪B′′′ ⊆ B. By rule {DEF} we
conclude

Θ ⊢ def X(x,y) = P in (P{v/x}{s[p]/y} | Q) ◮ R ; N ; B
′′∪B

′′′.

— [Scop], [Par], [Defin], [Str] For the congruence rules the thesis follows from the induction
hypothesis.

Appendix C. Proof of the Progress Theorem

In this section we will prove that a process typable in the interaction type system has the progress
property. As remarked in§ 5.1, 5.2, to show that a processP has the progress property we must
assure, roughly, that eachspecificinput or output action an a channel with role occurring inP
can always be executed finding a reduct ofP | Q for some catalyserQ which adds receipt/accept
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processes if needed. This could be proved in a (relatively) easy way from the Subject Reduction
Theorem B.2 if all computations starting fromP would be finite. In this case in fact it would be
enough to guarantee that a process containing a channel withrole always reduces in parallel with
a suitable catalyser (this is essentially the proof of Theorem C.4 below). Note in fact that in the
interaction type system the information about specific participants is lost, so it is not straightfor-
ward to follow the moves of a process along a specific channel with role, as it would be necessary
in processes likeP1 | P′′

2 | P3 | P4 at page 18. To overcome this difficulty we will introduce a no-
tion of approximation which will allow us to stop the non terminating computations. In this way
we can to reason only on terminating (although approximate)reductions.

Our proof will then go through the following steps:

- We first enrich processes by adding a“session mark” s: G for each session names, whereG is
anextended global typewhich represents the actions that are still expected in session s. Note
that recursive global types, through unfolding, can represent infinite behaviours.“Marked”
reductionswill update the type marks according to the actions performed by the process.
The Inversion Lemmas (Lemmas A.1 and A.2) of the communication type system assure,
essentially, that type marks follows exactly the reductions of processes (§ C.1).

- We then“approximate” global types by allowing only a finite number of unfoldings, after
which the global types are ended and the corresponding reductions (recursive calls in par-
ticular) are forbidden. Through a suitable notion of measure we can then prove that marked
reductions with approximate global types as marks always terminate. Until their end is not
reached the approximate global types follow the exact ones,assuring the correct matching
between process actions and type marks (§ C.2).

- Lastly we will introduce a notion of“pseudo-progress”based on (finite) approximated marked
reductions. We show that initial processes (see Definition 6.4) have pseudo progress. The
finiteness of reduction allows also to build the catalysers used in both the definitions of
progress and pseudo progress. Finally the pseudo-progresswill be proved to imply progress
as defined in Definition 5.5 (§ C.3).

C.1. Typed Operational Semantics

In our typed operational semantics the type information (represented by global types) is explicitly
added to processes via session marks. The global type associated to a session will be “consumed”
following the execution of the actions it represents. To allow this we needextended global types
which are defined by adding to the syntax of global types (§ 3.2) the clauses:

G := p99KΠ : 〈U〉.G || p99KΠ : 〈l〉.G

The meaning ofp99KΠ : 〈U〉.G is that the output of a value or channel of typeU has been
executed by participantp and that the value or channel is currently on the associated queue
waiting to be received by the participants inΠ. The meaning ofp99KΠ : 〈l〉.G is similar.

From now on we will often use simply “global type” to refer to extended global types.

The functionsγ, δ (see Table 12) register, respectively, the execution of a value, channel or
label communication performed by a participantq on an extended global typeG, so they can be
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γ(p→ Π : 〈U〉.G,q) =

{
p99KΠ : 〈U〉.G if p= q,

p→ Π : 〈U〉.γ(G,q) otherwise.
γ(p→ Π : {li : Gi}i∈I ,q) = p→ Π : {li : γ(Gi ,q)}i∈I

γ(p99KΠ : 〈-〉.G,q) =





G if Π = {q},

p99KΠ\q : 〈-〉.G if q ∈ Π andΠ\q 6= /0

p99KΠ : 〈-〉.γ(G,q) otherwise
γ(µ t.G,q) = γ(G{µ t.G/t},q)

δ (p→ Π : 〈U〉.G,q, l) = p→ Π : 〈U〉.δ (G,q, l)

δ (p→ Π : {li : Gi}i∈I ,q, l) =

{
p99KΠ : 〈li〉.Gi if p= q andl = li
p→ Π : {li : δ (Gi ,q, l)}i∈I otherwise

δ (p99KΠ : 〈-〉.G,q, l) = p99KΠ : 〈-〉.δ (G,q, l) δ (µ t.G,q, l) = δ (G{µ t.G/t},q, l)

Table 12.The functionsγ andδ .

undefined when no more communication actions forq are allowed byG. The functionδ has also
the communicated label as parameter. This is used to simplify multiple choices in the global type
after that a label corresponding to that choice has been sent. By “-” we denote either an exchange
type or a label.

The syntax ofmarkedprocesses (range over byP) is defined as in Table 1 by adding the clause:

P ::= s : G session mark

whereG is an extended global type ands is a session name. We say thatG is themarkof s. Marks
occurring in a processP are intended to correspond in a one-one way to the session names (either
public of private) occurring inP. A closed user process then, having no opened sessions, can also
be seen as a (trivially) marked process. Theerasure|P| of a marked processP is defined as the
process obtained by deleting from it all session marks. We extend evaluation contexts (see page
9) to marked processes by adding session marks and we useE to range over them.

Table 13 gives reduction rules parametrised on a standard environmentΓ for marked pro-
cesses. We callmarked reductionsor Γ-reductions(if we want to specify the environment) such
reductions. Note that in correspondence of output and inputactions we update the marks of the
involved sessions using the functionsγ, δ .

In the remaining of this§ we will show the correspondence between marked reductions and
the reductions defined in§ 3.3 (Lemma C.1 and Theorem C.1).

As expected there is no problem in getting standard reductions which mimic marked reduc-
tions.

Lemma C.1. If P0
Γ ∗−→ P, then|P0| −→

∗ |P|.

Proof. Easy since the rules of Table 13 only add conditions to the rules of Table 2.

To show the vice versa we need to relate session marks with session environments: this is
possible only if the marks agree with the typing of processes, for this reason we will only consider
well marked processes according to the following definition.
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a[1](y1).P1 | ... | a[n](yn).Pn | a[n+1](yn+1).Pn+1
Γ

−→

(νs)(P1{s[1]/y1} | ... | Pn{s[n]/yn} | Pn+1{s[n+1]/yn+1} | s : � | s : G) (Γ ⊢ a : G) [LinkM]

s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P | s : h | s : G
Γ

−→ P | s : h· (p,Π,v) | s : γ(G,p) (e↓v) [SendM]

s[p]!〈〈q,s′[p′]〉〉;P | s : h | s : G
Γ

−→ P | s : h· (p,q,s′ [p′]) | s : γ(G,p) [DelegM]

s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h | s : G
Γ

−→ P | s : h· (p,Π, l) | s : δ (G,p, l) [LabelM]

s[p]?(q,x);P | s : (q,p,v) ·h | s : G
Γ

−→ P{v/x} | s : h | s : γ(G,p) [RecvM]

s[p]?((q,y));P | s : (q,p,s′[p′]) ·h | s : G
Γ

−→P{s′[p′]/y} | s : h | s : γ(G,p) [SrecM]

s[p]&(q,{li : Pi}i∈I ) | s : (q,p, l j ) ·h | s : G
Γ

−→ Pj | s : h | s : γ(G,p) ( j ∈ I) [BranchM]

if e then P else Q
Γ

−→ P (e↓ true) if e then P else Q
Γ

−→ Q (e↓ false) [If-T, If-F -M]

def X(x,y) = P in (X〈e,s[p]〉 | Q | s : G)
Γ

−→ def X(x,y) = P in (P{v/x}{s[p]/y} | Q | s : G) (e↓ v) [ProcCallM]

P
Γ,a:G
−→ P′ ⇒ (νa : G)P

Γ
−→ (νa : G)P′ P

Γ
−→ P′ ⇒ (νs)P

Γ
−→ (νs)P′ [ScopM]

P
Γ

−→ P′ ⇒ P | Q
Γ

−→ P′ | Q [ParM]

P
Γ

−→ P′ ⇒ def D in P
Γ

−→ def D in P′ [DefinM]

P≡ P′ andP′ Γ
−→ Q′ andQ≡ Q′ ⇒ P

Γ
−→ Q [StrM]

Table 13.Γ-reduction rules.

Definition C.1. A processP is well marked fromΓ if there is a closed user processP0 such that

Γ ⊢ P0⊲ /0 andP0
Γ ∗−→ P.

We also need extended session types to mirror global types inwhich alternative choices are
simplified according to theδ function. Theextended session typesare obtained by adding to the
syntax of session types (§ 4.1) the clause:

T := &(p, l);T unique branch

Extended session environmentsare defined as expected.

The projectionG ↾ q from extended global types to extended session types is defined by adding
to Definition 4.1:

(p99KΠ : 〈U〉.G) ↾ q=





!̂〈Π,U〉;(G ↾ q) if q= p,

?(p,U);(G ↾ q) if q ∈ Π,

G ↾ q

(p99KΠ : 〈l〉.G) ↾ q=





⊕〈Π, l〉 if q= p

&(p, l);(G ↾ q) if q ∈ Π
G ↾ q otherwise.

Note that since in an extended global type a dashed arrows of the formp99KΠ : 〈U〉.G represents
an output action already performed (with the correspondingvalue on the queue), its projection
ontop uses the message send operator!̂ (see§ 4.3). Similarly the projection ofp99KΠ : 〈l〉.G
ontoq ∈ Π is a unique branch type.

By projecting extended global types we obtain extended session environments, so to relate ses-
sion marks with session environments we give a mapping from session environments to extended
session environments. The mapping replaces branching types by unique branch types when the
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session environment already contains the message selection type. We need some definitions. The
syntax of contexts for extended session types (ranged over by T ) is given by:

T ::= [ ] || !〈Π,U〉;T || ?(p,U);T || ⊕〈Π,{l : T , l i : Ti}i∈I 〉 || &(p,{l : T , l i : Ti}i∈I ) ||

µt.T || !̂〈Π,U〉;T || ⊕〈Π, l〉;T || &(p, l);T

The projection of contexts for extended session types is obtained by adding the clauses of Defi-
nition 4.2:

[ ] ↾ p= [ ] &(p, l);T ↾ q=

{
& l ;T ↾ q if p= q,

T ↾ q otherwise.

The duality relation between projections of contexts for extended session types is obtained
from Definition 4.3 by erasing the last clause and by adding the clauses:

[ ] ⊲⊳ [ ] τ ⊲⊳ τ ′ =⇒ ⊕l ;τ ⊲⊳ & l ;τ ′

whereτ ranges over projections of contexts for extended session types.

We can then define the reduction rule as:

{s[q] : T [&(p,{l i : Ti}i∈I )],s[p] : T ′[⊕〈Π, l j〉;T]} ; {s[q] : T [&(p, l j);Tj ],s[p] : T ′[⊕〈Π, l j〉;T]}
if q ∈ Π and j ∈ I andT ↾ p ⊲⊳ T ′ ↾ q

where the conditionT ↾ p ⊲⊳ T ′ ↾ q guarantees that a message selection modifies a branching
only if they “correspond to each other”. In order to formalise this we introduce contexts for global
types (ranged over byC ) defined by:

C ::= [ ] || p→ Π : 〈U〉.C || p→ Π : {l : C , l i : Gi}i∈I || µ t.C || p99KΠ : 〈U〉.C || p99KΠ : 〈l〉.C

Then we can show:

Lemma C.2. If T ↾ p ⊲⊳ T ′ ↾ q, then there is a global type contextC such thatT =C ↾ q and
T ′ = C ↾ p.

Proof. Standard by cases on the definitions of projection and duality. For example letT =

⊕〈Π, l〉;T1 andT ′ = &(p, l);T2, thenT1 ↾ p ⊲⊳ T2 ↾ q by definition of duality. By induction
there is a contextC ′ such thatT1 = C ′ ↾ q andT2 = C ′ ↾ p. Therefore we can chooseC =

p99KΠ : 〈l〉.C ′.

We denote byη(∆) the extended session environment obtained by applying the above reduc-
tion rule to subsets of∆ whenever possible.

We can now formulate the relation between session marks and extended session environments
(Lemma C.3) which will be the key to show that marked reductions mimic standard reduction
(Theorem C.1).

Lemma C.3. LetP0 be well marked fromΓ. If P0
Γ ∗−→ (νs)(P | s : G) andΓ ⊢ |P|⊲∆, then

η({s[p] : T | s[p] : T ∈ ∆ ∧ T 6= end}) = {s[p] : G ↾ p | p≤ mp(G) ∧ G ↾ p 6= end}.

Proof. By the definition of well marking, Lemma C.1 and the Subject Reduction Theorem|P|
is typable fromΓ in the communication type system. The proof is by induction on Γ-reductions
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and by cases on the last applied rule using the inversion Lemmas A.1 and A.2 and the consistency
of session environments (Definition 4.4).

We only consider the case in which the last applied rule is [LabelM], the other cases being
similar and simpler. LetP ≡ (νã : G)(E [s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h | s : G | R]) whereE does not
contain restrictions on service names and occurrences ofs. We get:

s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h | s : G | R
Γ,
−→
a:G

−→ P | s : h · (p,Π, l) | s : δ (G,p, l) | R

Let ∆, ∆′ be the session environments obtained by typing the erasuresof the processes in the
left-hand-side and in the right-hand-side of the shown reduction step, respectively.

By Lemmas A.1(11) and A.2(7) the type ofs[p] in ∆ must beT [⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉] for some
T , Ti , l i such thatl = l j and j ∈ J. By the consistency of∆ this implies that the types ofs[q] in

∆ for all q ∈ Π must beTq[&(p,{l i : T(q)
i }i∈I )] for someTq, T(q)

i .

By inductionG ↾ p is T̂ [⊕〈Π,{l i : T̂i}i∈I 〉] andG ↾ q is T̂q[&(p,{l i : T̂(q)
i }i∈I )] for all q ∈ Π,

whereT̂ is obtained fromT by using the reduction rule of extended session environments, if
applicable. ThereforeG must beC [p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I ] for someC , Gi such that(p→ Π : {l i :
Gi}i∈I ) ↾ p= ⊕〈Π,{l i : T̂i}i∈I 〉. This impliesδ (G,p, l) = C [p99KΠ : 〈l〉.G j ] andδ (G,p, l) ↾ p =

T̂ [⊕〈Π, l〉; T̂j ] andδ (G,p, l) ↾ q= T̂q[&(p, l); T̂ (q)
j ] for all q ∈ Π.

By the proof of the Subject Reduction Theorem (Theorem 4.1) and Lemma A.2(6) the envi-

ronment∆′ containss[p] : T [⊕〈Π, l〉;Tj ] ands[q] : Tq[&(p,{l i : T(q)
i }i∈I )] for all q ∈ Π. This

completes the proof by definition of the mapping ˆ and since:

{s[q] : Tq[&(p,{l i : T(q)
i }i∈I )],s[p] : T [⊕〈Π, l〉;Tj ]} ; {s[q] : Tq[&(p, l);Tj ],s[p] : T [⊕〈Π, l〉;Tj ]}

Theorem C.1. Let P0 be a closed pure process such thatΓ ⊢ P0⊲ /0. If P0 −→
∗ P, thenP0

Γ ∗−→ P

where|P| ≡ P.

Proof. We show under the hypotheses of the theorem that:

If P−→ P′, thenP
Γ

−→ P′ where|P′| ≡ P′.

The proof is by a case analysis on the last applied rule using Lemmas C.3, A.1 and A.2. The
interesting cases are the communication rules, for which weneed to assure thatγ or δ are defined.
We consider as paradigmatic case that of rule [Label]:

s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P | s : h−→ P | s : h · (p,Π, l)

By Lemmas A.1(11) and A.2(7) the session environment for typing the left-hand-side must
contains[p] : T [⊕〈Π,{l i : Ti}i∈I 〉] for someT , Ti , l i such thatl = l j and j ∈ J. By defini-
tion P is well marked fromΓ. By Lemma C.3 the global typeG in the mark ofs is such that
G ↾ p = T̂ [⊕〈Π,{l i : T̂i}i∈I 〉]. ThereforeG must beC [p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I ] for someC , Gi . We
conclude thatδ (G,p, l) is defined.

C.2. Approximate Typed Operational Semantics

We want to define approximate marked reductions in such a way that:
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1 all computations are finite (Theorem C.2);
2 standard reductions mimic them (Lemma C.4);
3 they mimic exactly all marked reductions with a finite number of steps (Theorem C.3).

We start by introducing approximants in a rather standard way.
We say that a global type isfinite if it does not contain recursions. A standard environment is

finite if it contains only finite global types.

Definition C.2.

1 Thedirect approximantof the global typeG (notationα(G)) is the finite global type defined
by:

α(p→ Π : 〈U〉.G) = p→ Π : 〈U〉.α(G) α(p99KΠ : 〈-〉.G) = p99KΠ : 〈-〉.α(G)

α(p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I ) = p→ Π : {l i : α(Gi)}i∈I α(µ t.G) = α(end) = end

2 A finite global type Gis anapproximantof a global typeG′ (notationG ⊑ G′) if there is a
global typeG′′ which can be obtained by folding/unfoldingG′ andG=α(G′′).

3 A finite standardenvironmentΓ is anapproximantof a standard environmentΓ′ (notation
Γ⊑Γ′) if Γ is obtained fromΓ′ by replacing each global type inΓ′ by one of its approximants.

4 A markedprocessP is an approximantof a marked processP′ (notationP ⊑ P′) if P is
obtained fromP′ by replacing each global type occurring inP′ by one of its approximants.

5 A markedprocessP is approximatefor a finite standard environmentΓ if there areP′, Γ′

such thatP⊑ P′ andΓ ⊑ Γ′ andP′ is well marked forΓ′.

Obviously a recursive global type has infinitely many approximants. Note that approximate
marked processes cannot be typed using as types for the restricted services the declared global
types, since they are approximants of the original ones.

We want to define approximate marked reductions for approximate marked processes. Since
approximate marked processes can contain recursive process calls we use the notion of commu-
nication number (Definition C.3) to bound the number of callsin computations. The communi-
cation number of participantp in an extended global typeG represents the maximum number of
input-output actions thatp can do in a session whose mark isG, if this number is finite, and it is
undefined otherwise. So the communication number is always defined for finite global types.

Definition C.3. The communication numberof a participantp in an extended global typeG
(notation #(G,p)) is defined by:

#(p→ Π : 〈U〉.G′,p) =

{
1+#(G′,q) if p= q or q ∈ Π,

#(G′,q) otherwise

#(p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I ,p) =

{
1+max{#(Gi ,q)}i∈I if p= q or q ∈ Π,

max{#(Gi ,q)}i∈I otherwise

#(p99KΠ : 〈-〉.G′,p) =

{
1+#(G′,q) if q ∈ Π,

#(G′,q) otherwise
#(end,p) = 0 #(µt.G′,p) = 0 if G′ ↾ p= t

We are now able to define approximate marked reductions.
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Definition C.4. A Γ-reductionis approximateif the marked processes are approximate forΓ and
rule [ProcCallM] is applied only if #(G,p) 6= 0.

Note that by definition if aΓ-reduction is approximate, thenΓ is finite.

To prove the termination of approximate reductions we startby defining the length of a finite
extended global typeG as the maximum number of input-output actions that can be performed
in a session whose mark isG.

Definition C.5. The lengthof an finite global typeG (notationℓ(G)) is defined by:

ℓ(p→ Π : 〈U〉.G′) = 1+n+ ℓ(G′) ℓ(p→ Π : {l i : Gi}i∈I ) = 1+n+max{ℓ(Gi)}i∈I
ℓ(p99KΠ : 〈-〉.G′) = n+ ℓ(G′) ℓ(end) = 0

wheren is the cardinality ofΠ.

We define, for each marked processesP which is approximate forΓ, a well fundedweight

0(P,Γ) such thatP
Γ

−→ P′ implies0(P,Γ) > 0(P′,Γ) in lexicographic order. This weight is a
triple of natural numbers with the following meanings:

1 the first number bound the number of request or accept that could start (possibly with the
help of catalysers) byΓ-reducing the process;

2 the second number is the sum of the lengths of the global types which occur as marks in the
process, i.e. of the global types of the sessions already started in the reduction;

3 the third number bounds the number of possible applications of rules [If-M] and [ProcCallM]
by Γ-reducing the process.

Let P ≡ (ν s̃)(P | Πi∈I (si : Gi)), whereP does not contain session marks and session restric-
tions. The weight ofP and Γ is the triple〈n,Σi∈Iℓ(Gi),m〉 where〈n,m〉 = ω(P,Γ, /0,S ), the
functionω is defined in Table 14 andS = {si : Gi | i ∈ I}. In this table we use the mappingD
from term variables to pairs of processes and naturals.

Using this weight we can show the termination of all approximate marked reductions.

Theorem C.2. Every approximate marked reduction terminates.

Proof. We can show that each reduction rule decreases the weight of processes and environ-
ments. It is immediate to see that the weight decreases at every communication action (in the
second component) and at every conditional choice (in the last component). The opening of a
service increases the second component but decreases the first one thus reducing the weight. As
for the recursive definitions note that the weight decreasesby 1 in the third component at every
process call. Moreover the condition that recursive calls are guarded (see§ 3.2) assures that in
the recursive definition ofω the next call will be executed with a smaller natural associated to
the term variable.

The more interesting case is rule [ProcCallM]. The crucial observation is that

ω(P{v/x}{s[p]/y},Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k1)},{s : G}) = ω(P{v/x}{s[p]/y},Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k2)},{s : G})

for all positivek1,k2. This follows from the definition ofω(X〈e,s[p]〉,Γ,D ,{s : G}), which in
this case replaces #(G,p) to the (positive) valuesk1,k2.
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ω(u[p](y).P,Γ,D ,S )= ω(u[p](y).P,Γ,D ,S )= 〈1,0〉 + ω(P,Γ,D ,S )

ω((νs)P,Γ,D ,S )= ω(y!〈Π,e〉;P,Γ,D ,S )= ω(y?(p,x);P,Γ,D ,S )=ω(P,Γ,D ,S )

ω(y!〈〈p,c〉〉;P,Γ,D ,S )=ω(y?((q,y′));P,Γ,D ,S )=ω(y⊕〈Π, l〉;P,Γ,D ,S )=ω(P,Γ,D ,S )

ω(y&(p,{li : Pi}i∈I ),Γ,D ,S )=max{ω(Pi,Γ,D ,S )}i∈I

ω(s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P,Γ,D ,S )= ω(s[p]?(q,x);P,Γ,D ,S )=





ω(P,Γ,D ,S ′ ∪{s : γ(G,p)}) if S = S ′ ∪{s : G}

andγ(G,p) is defined,

〈0,0〉 otherwise.

ω(s[p]!〈〈q,c〉〉;P,Γ,D ,S )=ω(s[p]?((y,q));P,Γ,D ,S )=





ω(P,Γ,D ,S ′ ∪{s : γ(G,p)}) if S = S ′ ∪{s : G}

andγ(G,p) is defined,

〈0,0〉 otherwise.

ω(s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P,Γ,D ,S )=





ω(P,Γ,D ,S ′ ∪{s : δ (G,p, l)}) if S = S ′ ∪{s : G}

andδ (G,p, l) is defined,

〈0,0〉 otherwise.

ω(s[p]&(q,{li : Pi}i∈I ),Γ,D ,S )=





max{ω(Pi ,Γ,D ,S ′ ∪{s : γ(G,p)})}i∈I if S = S ′ ∪{s : G}

andγ(G,p) is defined,

〈0,0〉 otherwise.

ω(if e then P else Q,Γ,D ,S )=〈0,1〉 +max{ω(P,Γ,D ,S ),ω(Q,Γ,D ,S )}

ω(P | Q,Γ,D ,S )= ω(P,Γ,D ,S )+ω(Q,Γ,D ,S ) ω(0,Γ,D ,S )= ω(s : h,Γ,D ,S )= 〈0,0〉

ω((νa : G)P,Γ,D ,S )= ω(P,Γ,a : G,D ,S )

ω(def X(x,y) = P in Q,Γ,D ,S )=ω(Q,Γ,D ∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},S ) wherek0 = max{ℓ(G) | u : G∈ Γ}

ω(X〈e,y〉,Γ,D ,S )=

{
〈0,0〉 if D = D ′ ∪{X(x,y′) 7→ (P,0)}

〈0,1〉+ω(P,Γ,D ′ ∪{X(x,y′) 7→ (P,k)},S ) if D = D ′ ∪{X(x,y′) 7→ (P,k+1)}.

ω(X〈e,s[p]〉,Γ,D ,S )=





〈0,0〉 if D = D ′ ∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,0)}

〈0,1〉+ω(P{v/x}{s[p]/y},Γ,D ,S )′∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k′)} otherwise, wheree↓ v and

s : G∈ S andk′ = #(G,p).

Table 14.The mappingω .

Let P1 = def X(x,y) = P in (X〈e,s[p]〉 | R | s : G) andP2 = def X(x,y) = P in (P{v/x}{s[p]/y} | R | s : G)

ande↓ v andk0 = max{ℓ(G) | u : G∈ Γ}. We have:

ω(P1,Γ, /0,{s : G}) = ω(X〈e,s[p]〉 | R,Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})

= ω(X〈e,s[p]〉,Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})+

ω(R,Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})

= 〈0,1〉+ω(P{v/x}{s[p]/y},Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,#(G,p))},{s : G})+

ω(R,Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})

ω(P2,Γ, /0,{s : G}) = ω(P{v/x}{s[p]/y} | R,Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})

= ω(P{v/x}{s[p]/y},Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})+

ω(R,Γ,{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},{s : G})
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Since the application of rule [ProcCallM] requires #(G,p) 6= 0 we concludeω(P1,Γ, /0,{s: G})>

ω(P2,Γ, /0,{s : G}).

It is easy to check that approximate marked reductions become standard reductions by erasing
the session marks.

Lemma C.4. If P
Γ′

∗−→ P1 is an approximate marked reduction, thenP′ −→∗ P′
1 for some

P′
1 = |P1|.

For the vice versa it is useful to show how communication numbers decrease in approximate
reductions.

Lemma C.5. If P | s : G
Γ n−→ P′ | s : G′ andG, G′ are finite, then #(G,p)≤ #(G′,p)+n for all

p.

Proof. The communication number of a participant decreases only ifthe applied reduction
rule is a communication rule in which the participant sends or receives a message.

We prove that for each finite marked reduction there is an approximate reduction not only
producing the same final process (modulo session marks) but also preserving the possibility of
performing at least one action on all channels that can communicate. The second property will
be used in the proof of Theorem C.5 in next§.

Theorem C.3. If P0 is well marked fromΓ andP0
Γ ∗−→ P, then there areP′

0 ⊑ P0 andΓ′ ⊑ Γ
such that:

1 P′
0

Γ′
∗−→ P′ andP′ ⊑ P;

2 if G is a mark inP and G′ is the corresponding mark inP′, then #(G′,p) = 0 implies
#(G,p)=0.

Proof. If P0
Γ n−→ P we choose all approximate global types inP′

0 andΓ′ as direct approxi-
mants of the given global types where all recursions have been unfolded at leastn+1 times. Then
by Lemma C.5 allΓ-reduction steps starting fromP0 can also be performed asΓ′-reduction steps

fromP′
0, i.e.P′

0
Γ′

∗−→ P′ whereP′ ⊑ P. Moreover, since we didn+1 unfoldings andn reduction
steps, for all participantp in a session ofP′ with markG′ such that #(G′,p) = 0 we must have
#(G,p) = 0 inP, whereG′ is the approximant ofG for the considered session.

C.3. Pseudo-progress

Building on approximate reductions we introduce now pseudo-progress. The main difference
between progress (Definition 5.5) and pseudo-progress is that instead of asking that a specific
input or output request is satisfied we ask that an approximate process can be reduced until all
marks areend.

Definition C.6. A processP well typed fromΓ has thepseudo-progressif for all P′ ⊑ P and

Γ′ ⊑ Γ andP with P′ Γ′
∗−→ P there is an approximate catalyserQ such thatP | Q

Γ′
∗−→ P′ and

all marks inP′ areend.

To get that initial processes have progress we will show that:
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1 if P is initial, thenP | Q has pseudo-progress for all catalysersQ (Theorem C.4);
2 if P | Q has pseudo-progress for all catalysersQ, thenP has progress (Theorem C.5).

We start with two technical lemmas which are useful for the proof of point 1.
The first lemma assures that no run time channel can be blockedby another run time channel

with undefinedγ or δ .

Lemma C.6. If (νs)E [P | s : G] is an approximate marked process and

- eitherP is s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P′ or s[p]?(q,x);P′ or s[p]!〈〈p′,s[p]′〉〉;P′ or s[p]?((q,y));P′

or s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I ) andγ(G,p) is undefined,
- or P is s[p]⊕〈Π, l〉;P′ andδ (G,p, l) is undefined,

thens[p] is the only run time channel which occurs inP.

Proof. By definition of approximate marked process there is a well marked processP such
that (νs)E [P | s : G] ⊑ P. Let G′ be the global type which corresponds toG in P. TakeP =

s[p]!〈Π,e〉;P′, the proof for the other cases being similar. In this caseG′ = C [p→ Π : 〈U〉.G′′]

for some contextC (defined as in the proof of Lemma C.3), exchange typeU and global typeG′′,
since by Lemma C.3 the type ofs[p] in the typing ofP must beG′ ↾ p (modulo some; reductions
as defined at page 46). The definition of approximant and the fact thatγ(G,p) is undefined imply
thatG′ = C ′[µ t.C ′′[p→ Π : 〈U〉.G′′]] for some contextsC ′, C ′′ and some variablet. Therefore
the type ofs[p] in the typing ofP must be a recursive type and this implies that there must be
a declarationX(x,y) = R in P such thatP is a subprocess ofR{s[p]/y}{e′/x} for somee′. By
Lemma A.1(18)y is the only free channel which occurs inR, and so we get thats[p] is the only
run time channel which occurs inP.

In the second lemma we show that derivations in the interacting type system, for processes
which can be typed in the communication type system too, can always be minimal according to
the following definition.

Definition C.7.

1 An assumption X[y] ◮ R ; N ; B is minimalif the channely is minimal inR.
2 A derivation is minimalif it uses only minimal assumptions.

Lemma C.7. If a process is typable in both type systems, then it is also typable with a minimal
derivation in the interaction system.

Proof. Note that the only rules which use the assumptions on variables are{VAR} and{DEF}.
Rule{VAR} can always be applied.

For the left premise of rule{DEF} we show that ifΘ, X[y] ◮ R ; N ; B ⊢ P ◮ R ; N ; B

andX〈e,y〉 occurs inP for somee, thenΘ, X[y] ◮ R % y; N ; B ⊢ P ◮ R % y; N ; B, where
R % y= {λ1 ≺ λ2 | λ1 ≺ λ2 ∈R ∧ λ2 6= y}∪{λ | λ ∈R}. By Lemma A.1(18) the only channel
occurring inP can bey, so we get thaty is the only channel inR. Now assume ad absurdum that
a≺ y∈ R and that it cannot be removed fromR to typeP. It means thata≺ y is generated by
typingP and thata must be typed with rule{MCAST} or {MACC}. Moreover some input on the
channel bound bya must precede an occurrence ofX〈e,y〉 for somee. SinceR containsa≺ y
the typing of the request or accept ona generates the loopa≺ a≺ y.

For the right premise of rule{DEF} we can show by induction on derivations that ifΘ,X[y] ◮
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σ(u[p](y).P)=σ(u[p](y).P)= σ(c?(p,x);P)=σ(c!〈〈p,c′ 〉〉;P)=σ(c?((q,y));P)=σ(y⊕〈Π, l〉;P)=σ(P)

σ(c!〈Π,e〉;P)=




{a}∪σ(P) if e= a,

σ(P) otherwise.
σ(c&(p,{li : Pi}i∈I ))=

⋃
i∈I σ(Pi)

σ(if e then P else Q)=σ(P | Q)= σ(def X(x,y) = P in Q)= σ(P)∪σ(Q)

σ(0)= σ(s : h)= σ(X〈e,y〉)=/0 σ((νa : G)P)= σ((νs)P)= σ(P)

Table 15.The mappingσ .

ρ(a[p](y).P,Γ,D ,A )= ρ(a[p](y).P,Γ,D ,A )= {a}∪ρ(P,Γ,D ,A )

ρ(x[p](y).P,Γ,D ,A )= ρ(x[p](y).P,Γ,D ,A )= A ∪ρ(P,Γ,D ,A )

ρ(c!〈Π,e〉;P,Γ,D ,A )= ρ(c?(p,x);P,Γ,D ,A )=ρ(c!〈〈p,c′〉〉;P,Γ,D ,A )=ρ(c?((q,y′));P,Γ,D ,A )=ρ(P,Γ,D ,A )

ρ(c⊕〈Π, l〉;P,Γ,D ,A )=ρ((νa : G)P,Γ,D ,A )= ρ((νs)P,Γ,D ,A )= ρ(P,Γ,D ,A )

ρ(c&(p,{li : Pi}i∈I ),Γ,D ,A )=
⋃

i∈I ρ(Pi ,Γ,D ,A )

ρ(if e then P else Q,Γ,D ,A )=ρ(P | Q,Γ,D ,A )= ρ(P,Γ,D ,A )∪ρ(Q,Γ,D ,A )

ρ(0,Γ,D ,A )= ρ(s : h,Γ,D ,A )= /0

ρ(def X(x,y) = P in Q,Γ,D ,A )=ρ(Q,Γ,D ∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k0)},A )
wherek0 = max{ℓ(G) | u : G∈ Γ}

ρ(X〈e,c〉,Γ,D ,A )=

{
ρ(P,Γ,D ′ ∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k)},A ) if D = D ′ ∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,k+1)},

/0 if D = D ′ ∪{X(x,y) 7→ (P,0)}.

Table 16.The mappingρ .

R ; N ; B ⊢ P0 ◮ R0 ; N0 ; B0, thenΘ,X[y] ◮ R % y; N ; B ⊢ P0 ◮ R ′
0 ; N0 ; B0 for some

R ′
0 ⊆ R0.

We conclude by proving points 1 and 2 as discussed before.

Theorem C.4. If P is initial, thenP | Q has the pseudo-progress for all catalysersQ.

Proof. Let P | Q by typable fromΓ andP′ ⊑ P | Q andΓ′ ⊑ Γ andP be such thatP′ Γ′
∗−→ P.

If all marks inP areend there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise we build an approximate catalyserQ′ which has all needed service participants and

we show by induction onn that ifP | Q′ Γ′
n−→ P′ and not all marks inP′ areend, thenP′ can be

Γ′-reduced. This is enough thanks to the termination of approximate reductions (Theorem C.2).
The definition ofQ′ uses the mappingsσ andρ defined in Tables 15 and 16. The mappingσ

collects all service names which are sent. The mappingρ gives an upper bound to the multiset
of service names which could ask for missing participants inthe reducts ofP | Q′. It usesσ to
deal with requests/accepts on variables. Ifρ(|P|,Γ′, /0,σ(|P|)) = {ai | i ∈ I} andai : Gi ∈ Γ, then
Q′ = Πi∈IQ(ai ,Gi) where

Q(a,G) = a[1](y1).P(G ↾ 1,y1, /0) | . . . | a[n−1](yn−1).P(G ↾ (n−1),yn−1, /0) | a[p](yn).P(G ↾ n,yn, /0)

andn= mp(G).
We consider different conditions onP′ and we convene that we reduceP′ in the first possible

case. We say that a processR is readyinside a processR if R= E [R] for some evaluation context
E .
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If there is a ready output process inP′ with γ or δ defined, thenP′ can reduce.
If a ready process inP′ is a conditional, thenP′ would reduce, sinceP′ is closed (being

P | Q | Q′ closed) and any closed boolean value is eithertrue or false.
No ready process inP′ is an request/accept on a variable sinceP′ is closed. If there is a ready

request/accept inP′ on a free service name, thenQ′ by construction contains all other participants
and so we can apply rule [LinkM].

Otherwise let|P′|= (ν s̃)P′, where ˜s is the set of all session names which occur inP′. If there
is a ready process call inP′ on channels[p] and the mark ofs in P′ is G andG ↾ p 6= end, thenP′

reduces by rule [ProcCallM].
Otherwise note first that ifP is initial, thenP | Q is initial for all catalysersQ. Therefore by

Lemma C.4 and the Subject Reduction property of the interaction system (Theorem B.2) the
process|P′| can be typed in the interaction system. This implies⊢ R ◮ R ; N ; B for someR,
N , B with a minimal derivation by Lemma C.7.

If there is a minimals in R and the mark ofs in P′ is end, then by Lemma C.6scannot precede
any session name inR. Therefore there must be a minimals in R whose mark inP′ is different
from end. In this case we can reduceP′ following this mark. Notice that no ready process on
channels[p] for somep can be a reducible process call, since we already consideredthat case.
Moreover the communication actions on channels[p] for somep cannot be prefixed by:

— request/accept on free service names since we already considered that case;
— request/accept on bound service names since the interaction type system does not allow it

(see rules{MCASTB}, {MACCB} and{NRES});
— input actions on different sessions (this is assured by the minimality of s);
— outputs withγ or δ defined since we already considered that case;
— outputs on different sessions withγ or δ undefined by Lemma C.6.

Therefore the mark ofs must bep99KΠ : 〈U〉.G or p99KΠ : 〈l〉.G, since we already reduced
outputs and process calls. Then by Lemmas C.3 and A.1(8)(10)(12) we can reduce an input on a
channels[q] for someq ∈ Π.

Theorem C.5. If P | Q has the pseudo-progress for all catalysersQ, thenP has progress.

Proof. For the input processes and the message queues:

s[p]?(q,x);P s: (q,p,v) ·h s[p]?((q,y));P s: (q,p,s′[p′]) ·h

s[p]&(q,{l i : Pi}i∈I ) s : (q,p, l) ·h

we say that:

1 theactive participantis q;
2 thecorresponding markin a well marked processP is G if P≡ s : G | P′.

Let P | Q be well typed fromΓ andP | Q−→∗ E [R], whereR is an input process or a message

queue. This implies by Theorem C.1 thatP | Q
Γ ∗−→ P and |P|=E [R]. Notice that ifp is the

active participant ofR andG is the corresponding mark ofR in P, then #(G,p) 6= 0 (including
also the case that #(G,p) is undefined). By Theorem C.3 there areP′, Γ′ such thatP′ ⊑ P | Q and

Γ′ ⊑ Γ andP′ Γ′
∗−→ P′ with P′ ⊑ P and #(G′,p) 6= 0 if p is the active participant ofR andG′

is the corresponding mark ofR in P′. By definition of pseudo-progress there is an approximate
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catalyserQ′ such thatP′ | Q′ Γ′
∗−→ R andR is a marked process in which all marks areend. In

particular the mark ofshas to beend, and this implies thatRhas been reduced by producing the
dual message queue or input processR′.


